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Southwestern Oklahoma
State University
One Hundred and Twelfth
Annual Spring Convocation
Saturday, the Seventh o f May 
Two Thousand Sixteen 
A t Ten O ’clock
Includes Fall 2015, Spring 2016, 
probable Sum & Fall 2016 
graduates
CONVOCATION EXERCISES
M ilam  Stadium  
Saturday, M ay 7, 2 0 1 6
10:00 am
The audience is requested to remain seated during the Academic Procession.
Processional
Academic Festival Overture.......................................................................... Johannes Brahms
Dr. Sophia Lee, Keyboard
National A nthem ...........................................................................................Francis Scott Key
Karlee Liner, Soprano
Welcome............................................................................................................Dr. James South
Provost and Vice President fo r  Academic Affairs
Opening Remarks...................................................................................Dr. Randy L. Beutler
President
Greetings from the SGA...................................................................................Austin Cantrell
SGA President
Greetings from the Faculty Senate............................................................. Dr. Jared Edwards
Facidty Senate President
Special Music
“You’ll Never Walk Alone”................................................................Rodgers-Hammerstein
Ashton Jung, Soprano
Recognition of 2016 Distinguished Alum ni.......................................Dr. Randy L. Beutler
Dr. Thomas J. Leek 
Terri Schm idt
Presentation of Candidates............................................................................. Dr. James South
Provost and Vice President fo r  Academic Affairs
Conferring of Degrees............................................................................ Dr. Randy L. Beutler
President
Recessional
“Toccata” from Symphony No. 5..........................................................Charles-Marie Widor
Dr. Sophia Lee, Keyboard
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Cum Laude
Amanda Jean Adams 3.74 Alex, OK
Yazeed Ali Alalhareth 3.69 Schenectady, NY
Megan Maree Allen 3.73 Amber, OK
Vanessa Marie Amanre 3.68 Weatherford, OK
Jackson A. Anderson 3.30 Enid, OK
Shelby Alyssa Baker 3.59 Des Arc, AR
Zachery Stuarr Barton 3.74 Omaha, NE
Chelsea Dawn Bates 3.55 Weatherford, OK
Gary Dale Bearden, Jr. 3.66 Altus, OK
Erin Michelle Benton 3.62 Yukon, OK
Dylan Trent Biggs 3.61 Clinton, OK
Shaylon Rylee Bishop 3.61 Weatherford, OK
Malynda Jann Holt Blevins 3.63 Weatherford, OK
Kyle Jay Boeckman 3.52 Hitchcock, OK
Jared Robert Boese 3.59 Weatherford, OK
Reagan Michelle Bonnewell 3.70 Hinton, OK
Ashley Bouknight 3.56 Piedmont, OK
Amanda Jean Bozell 3.52 Waukomis, OK
Darian Iman Bradford 3.52 Colbert, OK
Jennifer Dale Brady 3.55 Kingfisher, OK
Christina Lanelle Brantley 3.50 Amber, OK
Ashley Nicole Bredy 3.57 Roosevelt, OK
Bryan David Brewer 3.72 Colby, KS
Austin Lane Brown 3.63 Broken Arrow, OK
Elizabeth Anne Buchanan 3.59 Quapaw, OK
Chance William Bunch 3.72 Stillwater, OK
Aleesa Dawn Byrne 3.51 Hobart, OK
Humberto Cervantes 3.53 Hennessey, OK
Kyle Stuart Chai 3.53 Oklahoma City, OK
Brenna Shay Coff man 3.73 Hobart, OK
Curtis James Collins 3.52 Snyder, OK
Kelby C. Cook 3.68 Weatherford, OK
Jacqueline E. Cox 3.62 Broken Arrow, OK
McKenna Renee Cox 3.58 Carter, OK
Dylan Mitchell Coxen 3.50 Turtle, OK
Kylee Rachelle Craddock 3.53 Fort Cobb, OK
Stephanie Nicole Crawley 3.54 Tecumseh, OK
Shelby Elizabeth Crosley 3.55 Chickasha, OK
Nathan Blake Cullen 3.63 Yukon, OK
Theresa Mong-Quynh Dang 3.71 Oklahoma City, OK
Dalton Shoare Daniels 3.70 Salina, OK
Colton Richard Danyeur 3.57 Davis, OK
Aubrey Mackenzie Davis 3.52 Piedmont, OK
Dalton Day 3.55 Weatherford, OK
Selam Dejene 3.55 Stillwater, OK
William Hunter Dinkines 3.56 Edmond, OK
Leisha Brooke Drews 3.74 Norman, OK
Kortney Shay Duffy 3.62 Oklahoma City, OK
Austin Charles Eaton 3.60 Shawnee, OK
Rebecca Kay Edwards 3.74 Anadarko, OK
Chad A. Ehrhart 3.66 Norman, OK
Kent Allen Endersby 3.61 Norman, OK
Alicia Mae Everman 3.54 Wichita Falls, TX
Tiffany Noell Fankhauser 3.51 Las Cruces, N M
Kimberly A. Ferguson 3.51 Edmond, OK
Palmer Brent Ferris 3.57 Yukon, OK
Narhalia Francio Cocenza 3.74 Brazil
Kylie Marie Franz 3.68 Weatherford, OK
Amber Frazier 3.63 Thomas, OK
Kyrsten Nicole Jennie Gamble 3.59 Muskogee, OK
Jennifer Rose Garcia 3.62 Weatherford, OK
Colby Bryan Garrett 3.50 Potter, OK
Tiffany H. Geisler 3.66 Fort Gibson, OK
Mackenzie Leigh Gillham 3.53 Maysville, OK
Reba Dawn Gillispie 3.51 Ardmore, OK
Kayla Godwin 3.70 Weatherford, OK
Michelle Louise Jackson-Goebel 3.51 Tulsa, OK
Reylee Kay Goodwin 3.52 Geary, OK
Ricardo Estevan Gutierrez 3.51 Fort Cobb, OK
Anna S. Hammerle 3.65 Camp Verde, AZ
Dana Gayle Hanebutt 3.56 Shawnee, OK
Cheriden Nicole Hawk 3.59 Oklahoma City, OK
Alyssa Amber Hawkey 3.66 Weatherford, OK
Bethany Kate Hawkins 3.67 Weatherford, OK
Katie Rae Hawkins 3.52 Weatherford, OK
Haden Gene Hedges 3.51 Fairmont, OK
Kyrie Kay Helling 3.51 Carter, OK
Allyson Bree Heskett 3.70 Kingfisher, OK
Greg Wade Hicks 3.59 Weatherford, OK
Yolanda Hilburn 3.51 Clinton, OK
Christian Hollister 3.70 Hobart, OK
Amanda Renee Holman 3.61 Clinton, OK
Sierra Genevieve Hopson 3.66 Norman, OK
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Clinton D. Horn 3.61 Fort Cobb, OK
Nichole Lynn Howard 3.67 Altus, OK
Jennifer Lynne Inmon 3.50 Oklahoma City, OK
Dhanya John 3.57 Wexford, PA
Sydnie Marie Johnson 3.60 Sapulpa, OK
Stefan Thomas Jones 3.59 Madill, OK
Armen da Lyne Kates 3.68 Keora, OK
Conner Danae Kent 3.62 Clinton, OK
Dusta Lee Kimzey 3.50 Cheyenne, OK
Kaila JaNae Kinder 3.57 Thomas, OK
Elizabeth Kinnard 3.54 Mooreland, OK
Emily Gwen Kirk 3.68 Oklahoma City, OK
Christian Eric Koehler 3.50 Chickasha, OK
Naveenah Vijia Kumar 3.62 Weatherford, OK
John Daniel Lair 3.65 Clinton, OK
Calley Wade Lamar 3.65 Okeene, OK
Andrienne Lapewe Ngapepoua 3.68 Weatherford, OK
Michelle Nicole Lee 3.70 Saint Robert, MO
Richard Lee Lindsey II 3.53 Oklahoma City, OK
Lauren Michelle Lyon 3.53 Moore, OK
Luke Alexander Madsen 3.60 Marshalltown, IA
Stephanie Nicole Maher 3.55 Olustee, OK
Whitney Lea Mallett 3.53 Oklahoma City, OK
Seidy Jedith Marquez 3.71 Clinton, OK
Hayley Mercedes Martin 3.50 Weatherford, OK
Mariah Martin 3.59 Seiling, OK
Marina DeAnn Masters 3.57 Edmond, OK
Pius N. Mburu 3.50 Oklahoma City, OK
Daniel Jack McAllister 3.69 Muldrow, OK
Baylee Cheyenne McBride 3.71 Mountain View, OK
Jessica McClure 3.69 El Reno, OK
Nile DeLawrence McCullough 3.56 Edmond, OK
Jacob Lee McGuire 3.69 Fairland, OK
Ashley Nicole McMahon 3.68 Tulsa, OK
Christian Matthew Meeks 3.51 Sallisaw, OK
Michael Wray Meeks II 3.62 Lookeba, OK
Nikole Venessa Reyna Mingura 3.72 Hollis, OK
Alana Jo Miranda 3.56 Ryan, OK
Zachary T. Mogg 3.60 Weatherford, OK
Amanda Coffman Moon 3.53 Chickasha, OK
Laura Motzkus 3.65 Shawnee, KS
Jennifer Elise Nail 3.63 Sharon, OK
Ashton Leigh Neely 3.54 Binger, OK
Stephen Nelms 3.73 Frederick, OK
Ashley Noelle Nevins 3.57 Roeland Park, KS
Quynh Hoa Thi Nguyen 3.64 Tulsa, OK
Nguyen Thanh Hoai Phuong 3.68 Hochiminh
Terry Nguyen 3.68 Edmond, OK
Jennifer Dawn Nichols 3.73 Sapulpa, OK
Myka DeAnn Oberlechner 3.58 Moore, OK
Jared Thomas Owens 3.56 Elgin, OK
Rocklin Joseph Pankhurst 3.60 Cordell, OK
Debra Peeples 3.64 Harrah, OK
Jessica Brooke Penner 3.65 Weatherford, OK
Nathan Michael Phillips 3.63 Tulsa, OK
Nancy Kaleen Pool 3.64 Clinton, OK
Sandra Lynn Pratt 3.51 Weatherford, OK
Alysa Kay Pressnall 3.52 Ponca City, OK
Taylor Rains 3.72 Weatherford, OK
Jesus Jr. Ramirez 3.54 Mangum, OK
Katherine Taylor Ramming 3.67 Hinton, OK
Paige Nichole Reihm 3.57 Oklahoma City, OK
Kevin Dale Rice 3.57 Duke, OK
Amber Rinestine 3.53 Yukon, OK
Haley Nicole Rogers 3.63 Weatherford, OK
Lyan Van Russell 3.71 Broken Arrow, OK
Nicholas Rymer 3.51 Tliomas, OK
Alvaro Omar Saavedra 3.67 The Colony, TX
Alexander D. Scarborough 3.52 Granite, OK
Karen Marie Schoenhals 3.64 Clinton, OK
Kelsey Lynn Schones 3.50 Canute, OK
Justin Schoonmaker 3.68 Longdale, OK
Jacob Henry Schubert 3.50 Yukon, OK
Rebecca Mae Schweitzer 3.52 El Reno, OK
Abby Marie Sheik 3.52 Newkirk, OK
Emma N. Siegmann 3.65 Hennessey, OK
Tori Kaye Skinner 3.55 Weatherford, OK
Chandler Corrine Smith 3.66 Hobart, OK
Holly Melody Smith 3.67 Broken Arrow, OK
Taylor Jolene Smith 3.68 Weatherford, OK
Otoniel Alexander Soza Ramirez 3.58 Weatherford, OK
Kourtney Danielle Speece 3.70 Enid, OK
Colin James Stallcup 3.64 Weatherford, OK
Amber Kaye-Lea Stark 3.53 Wylie, TX
Patricia Dianne Steadman 3.55 Cherokee, OK
Griffin Steele 3.65 Clinton, OK
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Tyler Scott Steinly 3.69 Weatherford, OK
Christopher James Stevens 3.59 Arapaho, OK
Jay Scott Stinson 3.50 Weatherford, OK
Stephy Sunny 3.56 Yukon, OK
Chesney Levi Swartwood 3.71 Cheyenne, OK
Merritt Taylor 3.51 Weatherford, OK
Alyson NicoleTinney 3.54 Norman, OK
Wei-Hsuan Tu 3.61 Taipei City
Amy M. Vantrease 3.61 Mannford
Emily Nicole Watkins 3.66 Hydro, OK
Shanna Marie Wester 3.51 Ardmore, OK
Raven Joy White 3.55 Broken Arrow, OK
Jamesa Williams 3.56 Broken Arrow, OK
John Williams 3.50 Choctaw, OK
Taylor Jordan Willis 3.63 Hydro, OK
Mallory Morgan Wion 3.50 Sapulpa, OK
Stephen Ray Wood 3.55 Blanchard, OK
Hui Yi Zhen 3.73 Clinton, OK
Magna Cum Laude
Rosalee Jane Adams 3.81 Alex, OK
Rita Chinyelu Akubueze 3.77 Oklahoma City, OK
Paige Ann Anderson 3.81 Piedmont, OK
James Harold Austin 3.83 Gravette, AR
Hunter Keith Bailey 3.77 Chickasha , OK
Emily Kristine Belz 3.79 Edmond, OK
Hunter Dene’ Boatwright 3.89 Clinton, OK
Collin Dale Bricker 3.79 Piedmont, OK
Natalie Adele Bryant 3.76 Clinton, OK
Ashley Renee Bryen 3.83 Moore, OK
John Duy Bui 3.80 Oklahoma City, OK
Feras Talat Bukhari 3.78 Makkah
Sarah Elizabeth Burrows 3.78 Hobart, OK
Aaron James Bushong 3.87 Shawnee, OK
John Jacob Cannedy 3.88 Oklahoma City, OK
Arianna Patrice Carroll 3.80 Lawton, OK
Valerie Anne Chain 3.83 Guymon, OK
Garret Chambless 3.76 Duke, OK
Mackenzie Nicole Cochran 3.84 Amarillo, TX
Jenna Lynnette Coons 3.87 Ponca City, OK
Rachel Nicole Cowan 3.81 Piedmont, OK
Alison Renae Cupp 3.75 Elk City, OK
Renee M. Davis 3.89 Bixby, OK
Victoria Leigh Denny 3.83 Edmond, OK
Kristina M. Dixon 3.78 Harrah, OK
Shannon Nicole Eidenshink 3.81 Mustang, OK
Benjamin Cole Engelman 3.83 Beaver, OK
Morgan Baylee Ensign 3.85 Yukon, OK
Micah Fender 3.83 Elk City, OK
Erin Elizabeth Fields 3.79 Mustang, OK
Katrina Garnet 3.83 Lawton, OK
Mackenzie Gifford 3.85 Elk City, OK
Taylor Rene Highfill 3.81 Cherokee, OK
Connor Claye Holland 3.88 Duncan, OK
Brooke Janae Jefferson 3.76 Hollis, OK
Rhiannon Grace Jensen 3.85 Woodward, OK
Katrina D’Nae Johnson 3.87 Levelland, TX
Sawyer Nicole Johnston 3.87 Sayre, OK
Ashton Marie Jung 3.79 Lawton, OK
Kathy Xuan Le 3.80 Oklahoma City, OK
Kevin Khiem Quoc Le 3.86 Oklahoma City, OK
Somi Lee 3.77 Enid, OK
Tzu-Chi Belle Lin 3.81 Kaohsiung City
Saira Jasel Marrufo 3.88 Corn, OK
Scott Allen May 3.81 Prague, OK
Elizabeth Mendoza 3.76 Elk City, OK
Shawna Kathleen Meyer 3.79 Weatherford, OK
Courtney Jeanette Miller 3.81 Piedmont, OK
John Michael Moriarty 3.85 Sperry, OK
Morgan Courtney Nance 3.83 Oklahoma City, OK
Tram Teresa Nguyen 3.83 Yukon, OK
Blaine Austin Owens 3.88 El Reno, OK
Ashley Noel Pickens 3.84 Blanchard, OK
Korbin Kole Polston 3.89 Del City, OK
D’Lisa Joann Pool 3.76 Weatherford, OK
Lauren Evelyn Prewett 3.79 Duncan, OK
Tiffani Nicole Ray 3.81 Lindsay, OK
Matthew Dean Richardson 3.81 Choctaw, OK
Gentry James Rogers 3.75 Rockwall, TX
Eva Rule 3.76 Dollar, Scottland
Carla Renee Salcido 3.75 Weatherford, OK
Anthony Mitchell Sanchez 3.81 Lawton, OK
Nicole Elizabeth Schmitz 3.84 Oklahoma City, OK
Britton Alexandra Scott 3.89 Duncan, OK
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Brooklyn Elizabeth Neal 3.88 Duncan, OK
Alexys Patrice Shadowens 3.87 Kiefer, OK
Karissa Faith Shields 3.87 Yukon, OK
Katey Lynn Sluder 3.77 Blanchard, OK
Laci Danell Stegall 3.89 Burns Flat, OK
Rachel Michelle Taber 3.75 Moore, OK
Jacob Wayne Tarver 3.80 McAlester, OK
Canisia Bongfen Tatah 3.88 Oklahoma City', OK
Bindu Thomas 3.87 Oklahoma City, OK
Bethany Joy Tomagos 3.89 Weatherford, OK
Allison Dieu Thao Truong 3.80 Oklahoma City, OK
Daniel J. Turner 3.86 Woodward, OK
Makenzi Alexis Wagner 3.81 Oklahoma City', OK
Jesse James Wald 3.75 Hobart, OK
Austin Lee Watford 3.84 Tuttle, OK
Mark Kelly Williams 3.84 Anchorage, AK
Chelsea Nicole Willoughby 3.83 Clinton, OK
Summa Cum Laude
Suhail Bulayd Almutairi 3.91 Los Angeles, CA
Laura Mozelle Archer 3.92 Duncan, OK
Emily A. Baalman 3.90 Owasso, OK
Morgan Pearl Lingerfelt 3.94 Lawton, OK
Taylor Elizabeth Bromlow 4.00 Canton, OK
Julie Grace Brown 4.00 Yukon, OK
Karch Rickey Bullard 4.00 Jones, OK
Austin James Cantrell 3.93 Blanchard, OK
Garrett Carter 3.94 McLoud, OK
Samantha Rae Caudle 3.92 Edmond, OK
Kyle David Coats 3.91 Granite, OK
Casi Kennedy Cornell 3.94 Custer City, OK
Amy Leanne Crowe 3.93 Elk City, OK
Tara Mercedes DeLonais 3.97 Lawton, OK
Rebecca Marie Dill 3.98 Moore, OK
Jessica Mae Drake 3.98 Boyd, TX
Sarah Nicole Evans 4.00 Edmond, OK
Andrea Tresa Fernandez 4.00 Oklahoma City, OK
Jonathan David Fischer 3.95 Weatherford, OK
Alyssa Leigh Friesen 3.94 Weatherford, OK
Jordan Alyssa Grubb 3.93 Weatherford, OK
Mallory Elizabeth Hankins 4.00 Weatherford, OK
Shawn Alexandria Harrison 3.95 Oklahoma City, OK
Benjamin Dale Hill 4.00 Weatherford, OK
Mason Ray Howe 4.00 Okeene, OK
Kaitlyn Bryn Hull 4.00 Cushing, OK
Anh Ngoc Huynh 3.93 Fort Worth, TX
Ashley Kaytlin Jones 3.98 Midwest City, OK
Katy Brett Kirkpatrick 4.00 Thomas, OK
Jordan Alyssa Lager 3.90 Lindsay, TX
Kaila Diane Lancaster 3.94 Hewitt, TX
Tina Trinh Le 3.95 Oklahoma City, OK
Brian Christopher Lewis 3.98 Clinton, OK
Jesse Nathanial Lingerfelt 4.00 Lawton, OK
Karlee Jordan Loula 3.97 Colony, OK
Eric Andres Luthi 3.95 Woodward, OK
Alison Leigh Clinton 3.92 Altus, OK
Maureen Franceska Matousek 3.97 Hennessey, OK
Brooke Ann McCullough 3.94 Enid, OK
Erin Elizabeth McGuire 3.97 Fort Worth, TX
Abby Ursula McKisson 4.00 Edmond, OK
Patrick Thomas Merryman 4.00 Weatherford, OK
Allison Kay Chapuis Mills 3.98 Mobile, AL
Colton Edward Dean Moorman 3.95 Sulphur Springs, AR
Kendra Dawn Morgan 3.91 Canute, OK
Khanh Kelly Nguyen 3.97 Yukon, OK
Uyen Tran Nguyen 3.95 Broken Arrow, OK
Quynh Phi 3.92 Oklahoma City, OK
Siew Lee Quah 3.92 Bethany, OK
Casie LeAtin Richardson 3.92 Choctaw, OK
Bailey Jayne Robertson 4.00 Elgin, OK
Lauren Paige Rodriguez 3.99 Durant, OK
Whitini Root 3.94 Eakly, OK
Rhonda Kay Ross 4.00 Yukon, OK
Sherilyn Nicole Scott 4.00 Yukon, OK
Emily Ann Selby 4.00 Denton, TX
Garrett Michael Shafer 3.91 Spearville, TX
Shelby Paige Stapleton 4.00 Moore, OK
Shelby Marie Thornton 3.90 Altus, OK
Teresa Lynn Williams 3.97 Mustang, OK
Darcie Winn 4.00 Pocasset, OK
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Candidates for Degrees*
Associate Degrees — Cheyenne Arapaho Tribal College
Katherine Ranee Alvarez-Churchill AS in General Studies Lawton, OK
Annette Marie Nowlin AS in General Studies Clinton, OK
Zoeena Iniber Wassana Nowlin AS in General Studies Colony, OK
Tulane R. Shoulderblade Jr. AS in General Studies Seiling, OK
Michael Wray Meeks II AS in Tribal Administration Lookeba, OK
Associate Degrees -- College of Professional & Graduate Studies
Carrie M. Abeyta AAS in Occupational Therapy Assistant Elgin, OK
Allison Alvarado AAS in Occupational Therapy Assistant Adams, OK
Theresa A. Aubrey AAS in Occupational Therapy Assistant Lawton, OK
Brandy Barnes AAS in Occupational Therapy Assistant Lawton, OK
Jordan Marie Brown AAS in Occupational Therapy Assistant Olustee, OK
Natalie Adele Bryant AAS in Occupational Therapy Assistant Clinton, OK
McKenna Renee Cox AAS in Occupational Therapy Assistant Carter, OK
Katrina Gamer AAS in Occupational Therapy Assistant Lawton, OK
Morgan Michelle Glawe AAS in Occupational Therapy Assistant Wichita Falls, TX
Nichole Lynn Howard AAS in Occupational Therapy Assistant Altus, OK
Katelyn Jean Ivey AAS in Occupational Therapy Assistant Hamilton, OK
Gariett C. Lemons AAS in Occupational Therapy Assistant Elgin, OK
Kendra Nicole Myers AAS in Occupational Therapy Assistant Altus, OK
Taylor Morgan Ransom AAS in Occupational Therapy Assistant Canton, OK
Kashanwda Rena Seamster-Robles AAS in Occupational Therapy Assistant El Reno, OK
Summer Ashlyn Weeks AAS in Occupational Therapy Assistant Lawton, OK
Mackenzie Lea Carder AAS in Physical Therapist Assistant Weatherford, OK
Taylor Danielle Earls AAS in Physical Therapist Assistant Italy, TX
Alicia Mae Everman AAS in Physical Therapist Assistant Wichita Falls, TX
Kayla Ann Fritz AAS in Physical Therapist Assistant Cache, OK
Keaton Deen Givens AAS in Physical Therapist Assistant Cache, OK
Amanda Renee Holman AAS in Physical Therapist Assistant Clinton, OK
Calyn Nicole Renee Johnson AAS in Physical Therapist Assistant Elgin, OK
Todd Vincent Kamphaus AAS in Physical Therapist Assistant Hydro, OK
John Daniel Lair AAS in Physical 'Therapist Assistant Clinton, OK
Caleb Wayne Neal AAS in Physical Therapist Assistant Mill Creek, OK
Andrew Kenneth Peeler AAS in Physical Therapist Assistant Oklahoma City, OK
Charlie Benett Post AAS in Physical Therapist Assistant Wichita Falls, TX
Justin Schoonmaker AAS in Physical Therapist Assistant Longdale, OK
Kendra Michelle Steinly AAS in Physical Therapist Assistant Weatherford, OK
Brittney Nicole Teel AAS in Physical Therapist Assistant Blanchard, OK
Augustus Wayne Anderson AS in Wildland Firefighting Skiarook, OK
Karch Rickey Bullard AS in Wildland Firefighting Jones, OK
Colby Don Challis AS in Wildland Firefighting Clinton, OK
Tyler Clark George AS in Wildland Firefighting Altus, OK
Raelee Kay Goodwin AS in Wildland Firefighting Geary, OK
Ricardo Estevan Gutierrez AS in Wildland Firefighting Fort Cobb, OK
Korbin Kole Polston AS in Wildland Firefighting Del City, OK
Geoffrey David Riddle AS in Wildland Firefighting Asher, OK
Quentin Reid Shelton AS in Wildland Firefighting Geary, OK
Bachelors Degrees — College of Arts & Sciences
Candice Marie Anthony BA Ed in Art Education Weatherford, OK
Mary Ashley Keen BA Ed in Art Education Weatherford, OK
Emily Kristine Belz BFA in Graphic Design Edmond, OK
Kyle Lynn Brewer BFA in Graphic Design Elk City, OK
Drew Wesley Brower BFA in Graphic Design El Reno, OK
Audrey B. Little BFA in Graphic Design Weatherford, OK
Naveenah Vijia Kumar BFA in Graphic Design Weatherford, OK
Nguyen Thanh Hoai Phuong BFA in Graphic Design Ho Chi Minh, Vietnam
Odessa Michelle Talley BFA in Graphic Design Weatherford, OK
Enrique Morales Uribe Jr. BFA in Graphic Design Woodward, OK
Paige Elizabeth Worlund BFA in Graphic Design Prague, OK
Jacklene House BFA in Three-Dimensional Studio Canton, OK
Dylan Chase Abner BA in Communication Arts El Reno, OK
Rebecca Blair Barnett BA in Communication Arts Weatherford, OK
Adam Boothby BA in Communication Arts Guymon, OK
Rebecca Marie Dill BA in Communication Arts Moore, OK
Lauren Elizabeth Elrod BA in Communication Arts Anadarko, OK
Elizabeth Dannielle Faul BA in Communication Arts Weatherford, OK
Emily Grace Garcia BA in Communication Arts Lees Summit, MO
Kelsie Gerlach BA in Communication Arts Cordell, OK
*G raduation is official p rovided  a ll degree requirements are completed. 6
Brooke Nicole Harden BA in Communication Arts Hammon, OK
Lakin Michelle Hardzog BA in Communication Arts Elgin, OK
Kaitlyn Bryn Hull BA in Communication Arts Cushing, OK
Rhiannon Grace Jensen BA in Communication Arts Woodward, OK
Conner Danae Kent BA in Communication Arts Clinton, OK
Calley Wade Lamar BA in Communication Arts Okeene, OK
Kevin Tyler Leedy BA in Communication Arts Weatherford, OK
Scott Allen May BA in Communication Arts Prague, OK
Charles Ray Morris III BA in Communication Arts Tulsa, OK
Kaylee Nykole Price BA in Communication Arts Elk City, OK
Joshua David Ramos BA in Communication Arts Tulsa, OK
William Lee Sagraves BA in Communication Arts West Lebanon, NH
Tyler Scott Steinly BA in Communication Arts Weatherford, OK
Merritt Taylor BA in Communication Arts Weatherford, OK
Raven Joy White BA in Communication Arts Broken Arrow, OK
Alfa Alemu Abame BS in Biological Sciences Stillwater, OK
Humberto Cervantes BS in Biological Sciences Hennessey, OK
Keegan Levi Coon BS in Biological Sciences Davenport, OK
Benveil P. Dsouza BS in Biological Sciences Weatherford, OK
Emily Ann Dillard BS in Biological Sciences Yukon, OK
Huy Do BS in Biological Sciences Houston, TX
Charlotte Rose Eastman BS in Biological Sciences Salisbury, England
Mackenzie Leigh Gillham BS in Biological Sciences Maysvillc, OK
Elizabeth N. Jansing BS in Biological Sciences Waco, TX
Alexandra Kait Jordan BS in Biological Sciences Blanchard, OK
Taylor Lawyer BS in Biological Sciences Midwest City, OK
Richard Vincent Maul BS in Biological Sciences Siloam Springs, AR
Emily D. Morgan BS in Biological Sciences Harrah, OK
Antwoine Tuan Nguyen BS in Biological Sciences Edmond, OK
but Ngoc Nguyen BS in Biological Sciences Broken Arrow, OK
Paage Frankesca Nicoll BS in Biological Sciences Minco, OK
Huxley S. Owens BS in Biological Sciences Ponca City, OK
Amber Rinestine BS in Biological Sciences Yukon, OK
Ashley Raye Robertson BS in Biological Sciences Henryetta, OK
Amber Rymer BS in Biological Sciences Thomas, OK
McKenzie Marie Smith BS in Biological Sciences Minco, OK
Canisia Bongfen Tatah BS in Biological Sciences Oklahoma City, OK
Julie Grace Brown BS in Biological Sciences - Biomedical Sciences Yukon, OK
Austin James Cantrell BS in Biological Sciences - Biomedical Sciences Blanchard, OK
Kristen Try lor Howard BS in Biological Sciences - Biomedical Sciences Purcell, OK
Mason Ray Howe BS in Biological Sciences - Biomedical Sciences Okeene, OK
Nile DeLawrence McCullough BS in Biological Sciences - Biomedical Sciences Edmond, OK
Christian Matthew Meeks BS in Biological Sciences - Biomedical Sciences Sallisaw, OK
Anthony Mitchell Sanchez BS in Biological Sciences - Biomedical Sciences Lawton, OK
Jay Scott Stinson BS in Biological Sciences - Biomedical Sciences Weatherford, OK
Abby Ursula McKisson BS in Biological Sciences - Env. and Organismal Biol Edmond, OK
Zachary Ryan Godwin BS in Biological Sciences - Microbiology Jenks, OK
Eunice Eberechi Nwokocha BS in Biological Sciences - Microbiology Richmond, TX
Allison Paige Attebury BS Ed in Natural Sciences Education Paris, TX
Aaron James Bushong BS Ed in Natural Sciences Education Shawnee, OK
Cori Nicole Kelly BS Ed in Natural Sciences Education Heath, TX
John Williams BS Ed in Natural Sciences Education Choctaw, OK
Chelsea Jo Harris BA in Chemistry Park Hill, OK
Justin Giang Le BA in Chemistry Oklahoma City, OK
Jiro Morales Castro BA in Chemistry Weatherford, OK
Tyler Coleman Overbay BA in Chemistry Fritch, TX
Ashley Noel Pickens BA in Chemistry Blanchard, OK
Justin Bryce Potts BA in Chemistry Sapulpa, OK
Nicholas Samuel Purtell BA in Chemistry Claremore, OK
Daniel J. Turner BA in Chemistry Woodward, OK
Michael-Joseph Gorbet BS in Chemistry Oklahoma City, OK
Nathan Philip Seigrist BS in Chemistry El Maton.TX
Sefat Ara Shunts BS in Chemistry Weatherford, OK
Andrea Tresa Fernandez BS in Chemistry - Professional Oklahoma City, OK
Abdulhamid Mohammed Albokhader BS in Engineering Physics Weatherford, OK
Connor Claye Holland BS in Engineering Physics Duncan, OK
Steven Blake Scott BS in Engineering Physics Gracemont, OK
Jeffery Smith BS in Engineering Physics Weatherford, OK
Morgan Christine Bonnarens BA in Interdisciplinary Studies Weatherford, OK
Garret Chamblcss BA in Interdisciplinary Studies Duke, OK
Paul Derek Clark BA in Interdisciplinary Studies Blanchard, OK
Logan Kyle Daniel BA in Interdisciplinary Studies Hollis, OK
William DeFehr BA in Interdisciplinary Studies Weatherford, OK
Stephanie Griffith BA in Interdisciplinary Studies Cordell, OK
April Dawn Hunter BA in Interdisciplinary Studies Hobart, OK
Kathy Sue Jones BA in Interdisciplinary Studies Erick, OK
Lauren Michelle Lyon BA in Interdisciplinary Studies Moore, OK
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Kara Louise Pippins BA in Interdisciplinary Studies Yukon, OK
Nancy Kaleen Pool BA in Interdisciplinary Studies Clinton, OK
Sierra B. Potts BA in Interdisciplinary Studies Weatherford, TX
Aaron R. Scabby BA in Interdisciplinary Studies El Reno, OK
Amy M. Sheppard BA in Interdisciplinary Studies Elk City, OK
Anna Mae Stewart-Gherna BA in Interdisciplinary Studies El Reno, OK
Kelah Suann Watson BA in Interdisciplinary Studies Durham, OK
Erin Michelle Benton BA in English Yukon, OK
Shannon Nicole Eidenshink BA in English Mustang, OK
Hannah Beth Flaherty BA in English Weatherford, OK
Anna Jo Hundley BA in English Yukon, OK
Kaila Diane Lancaster BA in English Hewitt, TX
Sandra Lynn Pratt BA in English Weatherford, OK
Austin Lee Watford BA in English Tuttle, OK
Emily E. Bush-Brewer BA Ed in English Education Weatherford, OK
Taylor Rosemary Brophy BA Ed in English Education Weatherford, OK
Sara Jayne Jones BA Ed in English Education Edmond, OK
Kayla Nichole Klassen BA Ed in English Education Bingcr, OK
Bailey Gene Parker BA Ed in English Education Hobart, OK
Dulce Emma Borjas BA in Spanish Clinton, OK
Alyssa Leigh Friesen BA in Spanish Weatherford, OK
Daniel Hernandez BA in Spanish Altus, OK
Katy Brett Kirkpatrick BA in Spanish Thomas, OK
Seidy Jedith Marquez BA in Spanish Clinton, OK
Saira Jasel Marrufo BA in Spanish Corn, OK
Janet Medina BA in Spanish Clinton, OK
Magda I. Mercado-Ortiz BA in Spanish Weatherford, OK
Jazmin C. Ortiz-Alvarado BA in Spanish Elk City, OK
Daniel Hernandez BS in Mathematics Altus, OK
Hui Yi Zhen BS in Mathematics Clinton, OK
Shae Lauran Bates BS Ed in Mathematics Education Jones, OK
Larry Wayne Cribbs BS Ed in Mathematics Education Olney, TX
Jackson A. Anderson BM Ed in Instrumental/General Music Enid, OK
Joshua David Leon Bell BM Ed in Instrumental/General Music Claremore, OK
Cassandra Rose Glover BM Ed in Instrumental/General Music Altus, OK
Kyle Dean Hernasy BM Ed in Instrumental/General Music Anadarko, OK
Ashley Renee House BM Ed in Instrumental/General Music Marlow, OK
John Lawrence Sook II BM Ed in Instrumental/General Music Midwest City, OK
Taylor Vincent Steier BM Ed in Instrumental/General Music Enid, OK
Ashton Marie Jung BM Ed in Vocal/General Music Lawton, OK
Karlee Liner BM Ed in Vocal/General Music Oklahoma City, OK
Myles Tillman Madden BM in Music Performance - Instrumental Weatherford, OK
Rebecca Reyes BM in Music Performance - Instrumental Altus, OK
Taylor Vincent Steier BM in Music Performance - Instrumental Enid, OK
Kaylee Danielle Mayfield BM in Music Performance - Vocal Clinton, OK
Kyle Stuart Chai BM in Music Therapy - Instrumental Oklahoma City, OK
Jacqueline E. Cox BM in Music Therapy - Instrumental Broken Arrow, OK
Jacie Lynn Hutcherson BM in Music Therapy - Instrumental Noble, OK
Richard Lee Lindsey II BM in Music Therapy - Instrumental Oklahoma City, OK
Brooke Ann McCullough BM in Music Therapy - Instrumental Enid, OK
Madison Brittney Sreh BM in Music Therapy - Instrumental Alpharetta, GA
Mark Kelly Williams BM in Music Therapy - Instrumental Anchorage, AK
Shelby Alyssa Baker BM in Music Therapy - Vocal/Keyboard Des Arc, AR
Kerri J. Blackburn BM in Music Therapy - Vocal/Keyboard Guthrie, OK
Hunter Dene’ Boatwright BM in Music Therapy - Vocal/Keyboard Clinton, OK
Jasmine Adrianna Cabrera BM in Music Therapy - Vocal/Keyboard Moore, OK
Jorja Lee Hammond BM in Music Therapy - Vocal/Keyboard Amarillo, TX
Tzu-Chi Belle Lin BM in Music Therapy - Vocal/Keyboard Kaohsiung, Taiwan
Laura Motzkus BM in Music Therapy - Vocal/Keyboard Shawnee, KS
Ali Nicole Richards BM in Music Therapy - Vocal/Keyboard Bethany, OK
Alexandra Grace Robison BM in Music Therapy - Vocal/Keyboard Oklahoma City, OK
Wei-Hsuan Tu BM in Music Therapy - Vocal/Keyboard Taipei, Taiwan
Ashley C. Balay BA in Criminal Justice Weatherford, OK
Gene Norris Gilbert Jr. BA in Criminal Justice Weatherford, OK
Paige McKenzie Lang BA in Criminal Justice Oklahoma City, OK
Cash Braden Overton BA in Criminal Justice Texhoma, OK
Matthew Dean Richardson BA in Criminal Justice Choctaw, OK
Carla Renee Salcido BA in Criminal Justice Weatherford, OK
Kelsey Taylor Abernathy BA in History Mustang, OK
Corinne Ann Choate BA in History Weatherford, OK
Kairlyn Anne Fererly BA in History Wagoner, OK
Nathalia Francio Cocenza BA in History Brazil
Jordan Ray Fuller BA in History Weatherford, OK
Christopher John Waldrop BA in History Bixby, OK
Matthew Warren Young BA in History Clinton, OK
Joshua Dale Botts BA Ed in History Education Commerce, OK
Katie Elizabeth Brake BA Ed in History Education Leedey, OK
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Nathan Butler BA Ed in History Education Weatherford, OK
Justin Paul Davidson BA Ed in History Education Altus, OK
Cody Ryan Farr BA Ed in History Education Mountain View, OK
Sebastian Frausto BA Ed in History Education Carlsbad, CA
Jordan Alyssa Lager BA Ed in History Education Lindsay, TX
Travis Ray Leverett BA Ed in History Education Sublette, KS
Matthew Loch BA Ed in History Education Yukon, OK
Zachary J. Maynard BA Ed in History Education Davis, OK
Olivia Anne Pannell BA Ed in History Education Mabank,TX
Haley Nicole Rogers BA Ed in History Education Weatherford, OK
Aaron Jacob Schantz BA Ed in History Education Weatherford, OK
Tanner Miles Thompson BA Ed in History Education Cache, OK
Andrew Zane Willis BA Ed in History Education Weatherford, OK
Hunter Keith Bailey BA in Political Science Chickasha, OK
Robert William Baker BA in Political Science Fort Worth, TX
Otoniel Alexander Soza Ramirez BA in Political Science Weatherford, OK
Bachelors Degrees — College of Professional & Graduate Studies
Chelsea Kennedy BS Ed in Early Childhood Education Watonga, OK
Kimberly Dawn Brewster BS Ed in Early Childhood Education Mammon, OK
Chandra N. Briggs BS Ed in Early Childhood Education Weatherford, OK
Jill Nicole Dotson BS Ed in Early Childhood Education Yukon, OK
Jessica Mae Drake BS Ed in Early Childhood Education Boyd, TX
Marleta Fletcher BS Ed in Early Childhood Education Clinton, OK
Marcie Elaine Goad BS Ed in Early Childhood Education Union City, OK
Bethany Kate Hawkins BS Ed in Early Childhood Education Weatherford, OK
Elizabeth Kinnard BS Ed in Early Childhood Education Moorcland, OK
Guadalupe Marquez BS Ed in Early Childhood Education Clinton, OK
Saira Jascl Marrufo BS Ed in Early Childhood Education Corn, OK
Alison Leigh Clinton BS Ed in Early Childhood Education Altus, OK
Maureen Franceska Matousek BS Ed in Early Childhood Education Hennessey, OK
Jennifer Elise Nail BS Ed in Early Childhood Education Sharon, OK
Yolanda A. Pool BS Ed in Early Childhood Education Clinton, OK
Tiffani Nicole Ray BS Ed in Early Childhood Education Lindsay, OK
Paige Nichole Reihm BS Ed in Early Childhood Education Oklahoma City, OK
Rebecca Mae Schweitzer BS Ed in Early Childhood Education El Reno, OK
Delany Giovanna Thrash BS Ed in Early Childhood Education Moorcland, OK
Danyal Marie Walters BS Ed in Early Childhood Education Clinton, OK
Ashley Morgan Womack BS Ed in Early Childhood Education Oklahoma City, OK
Ryan Davis Allen BS Ed in Elementary Education Altus, OK
Paige Ann Anderson BS Ed in Elementary Education Piedmont, OK
Angela Dawn Bartley BS Ed in Elementary Education Emporia, KS
Allison Blair Bedell BS Ed in Elementary Education Yukon, OK
Rachel Nicole Cowan BS Ed in Elementary Education Piedmont, OK
Aubrey Mackenzie Davis BS Ed in Elementary Education Piedmont, OK
Mackenzie Gilford BS Ed in Elementary Education Elk City, OK
Charlie Nicole Sharp BS Ed in Elementary Education Lone Wolf, OK
Jordan Alyssa Grubb BS Ed in Elementary Education Weatherford, OK
Cheriden Nicole Hawk BS Ed in Elementary Education Oklahoma City, OK
Brianna Marie Hollister BS Ed in Elementary Education Hobart, OK
Christian Andrew Jacobsen BS Ed in Elementary Education Bums Flat, OK
Brooke Janae Jefferson BS Ed in Elementary Education Hollis, OK
Caitlyn Victoria Johnson BS Ed in Elementary Education Sayre, OK
Shawna Danae Kelley BS Ed in Elementary Education Weatherford, OK
Mariah Martin BS Ed in Elementary Education Seiling, OK
Britney Cheyenne McClure BS Ed in Elementary Education Broken Arrow, OK
Shawna Kathleen Meyer BS Ed in Elementary Education Weatherford, OK
MacyJ. Mueggenborg BS Ed in Elementary Education Kingfisher, OK
Tiffany Ann Murray BS Ed in Elementary Education Duncan, OK
Kendon Ann Owens BS Ed in Elementary Education Hollis, OK
Jilynn “K” Parkhurst BS Ed in Elementary Education Weatherford, OK
Katherine Taylor Ramming BS Ed in Elementary Education Hinton, OK
Kaley D. Riley BS Ed in Elementary Education Shamrock, TX
Lauren Virginia Robinson BS Ed in Elementary Education Oklahoma City, OK
Whitini Root BS Ed in Elementary Education Eakly, OK
Allison N. Russell BS Ed in Elementary Education Cordell, OK
Chandler Corrine Smith BS Ed in Elementary Education Hobart, OK
Shelby Paige Stapleton BS Ed in Elementary Education Moore, OK
Laci Danell Stegall BS Ed in Elementary Education Burns Flat, OK
Kortney Templeton BS Ed in Elementary Education Broken Arrow, OK
Brittany Rachael West BS Ed in Elementary Education El Reno, OK
Teresa Lynn Williams BS Ed in Elementary Education Mustang, OK
Jaci Jo Alford BS Ed in Special Education Cheyenne, OK
Laura Mozelle Archer BS Ed in Special Education Duncan, OK
Courtney Leigh Smith-Madison BS Ed in Special Education Altus, OK
Emily Anne Morgan BS Ed in Special Education Weatherford, OK
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Jared Thomas Owens BS Ed in Special Education Elgin, OK
Brett Barnett BS Ed in Health and Physical Education Hobart, OK
Gavin Lee Beavers BS Ed in Health and Physical Education El Reno, OK
Derrick Lee Bull BS Ed in Health and Physical Education Aims, OK
Marcus Cruz Burk BS Ed in Health and Physical Education Amarillo, TX
Austin Nolan Carter BS Ed in Health and Physical Education Oklahoma City, OK
Ashley Marie Filer BS Ed in Health and Physical Education Newalla, OK
Kylie Marie Franz BS Ed in Health and Physical Education Weatherford, OK
Kristopher N. Godwin BS Ed in Health and Physical Education Mooreland, OK
Jake Allan Kinder BS Ed in Health and Physical Education Carnegie, OK
Karlee Jordan Loula BS Ed in Health and Physical Education Colony, OK
Patton Emery Pugh BS Ed in Health and Physical Education Weatherford, OK
Taylor Rains BS Ed in Health and Physical Education Weatherford, OK
Zachary Warner BS Ed in Health and Physical Education Amber, OK
Brandon Blake Ybarra BS Ed in Health and Physical Education Altus, OK
Mickey Andrews BS in Exercise Science Checotah, OK
Chelsea Dawn Bates BS in Exercise Science Weatherford, OK
Ethan Bruce BS in Exercise Science Pawhuska, OK
Jessica Diana Carbonara BS in Exercise Science Grand Prairie, TX
James Cooper Chambers BS in Exercise Science Allen, TX
Zoey Lazarus Classen BS in Exercise Science Fairview, OK
Kyle Andrew Cook BS in Exercise Science Laverne, OK
Cassie Ann Crowser BS in Exercise Science Whitewood, SD
Amanda Nicole Currier BS in Exercise Science Norman, OK
Kimberly Sue Davis BS in Exercise Science El Reno, OK
Whitney Nicole Dunn BS in Exercise Science Yukon, OK
Courtney Marie Flores BS in Exercise Science Plano, TX
Miller Franklin BS in Exercise Science Frederick, OK
Nina Rosanna Gregory BS in Exercise Science Fresno CA
Elisabeth Shayne Haley BS in Exercise Science Katy.TX
Shawn Alexandria Harrison BS in Exercise Science Oklahoma City, OK
X’Zavious Harrison BS in Exercise Science Weatherford, OK
Sean M. Hart BS in Exercise Science Weatherford, OK
Shane Wesley Henderson BS in Exercise Science Weatherford, OK
Hannah Joy Kennedy BS in Exercise Science Arnett, OK
Allison Rebecca Layden BS in Exercise Science Oklahoma City, OK
Taylor McKenzie Lette BS in Exercise Science Ardmore, OK
Caden Avery MacNeill BS in Exercise Science Stephenville, TX
Adrian C. Miles BS in Exercise Science Broken Arrow, OK
Pauline Phennette Gresham BS in Exercise Science Bitiger, OK
Stephen Nelms BS in Exercise Science Frederick, OK
Jerryd Paul Nelson BS in Exercise Science Choctaw, OK
Samantha Nunez BS in Exercise Science Pflugerville, TX
Avery Christian Richard BS in Exercise Science Shawnee, KS
Eva Rule BS in Exercise Science Dollar, Scotland
Sarina Sayama BS in Exercise Science Lemoore, CA
McKinsey Clare Schumpert BS in Exercise Science Anadarko, OK
Britton Alexandra Scott BS in Exercise Science Duncan, OK
Jacob Colter Stemo BS in Exercise Science Ponoka, AL, Canada
Shelby Marie Thornton BS in Exercise Science Altus, OK
Jessi Jae Treadaway BS in Exercise Science Pocassct, OK
Woodrow James Turner III BS in Exercise Science Weatherford, OK
Bailey Ren’ee Walker BS in Exercise Science Perryton, TX
Dason Micah Weaver BS in Exercise Science Fort Cobb, OK
Megan White BS in Exercise Science Mount Hope, Wl
Oliver Willis BS in Exercise Science Homer, LA
Thomas Joseph Bryant BS in Parks and Recreation Management Weatherford, OK
Ashley Renee Bryen BS in Parks and Recreation Management Moore, OK
Chanda LaKay Douglas BS in Parks and Recreation Management Yukon, OK
Alexander E. Drake BS in Parks and Recreation Management Altus, OK
Tyler Clark George BS in Parks and Recreation Management Altus, OK
Raelee Kay Goodwin BS in Parks and Recreation Management Geary, OK
Daylon Matt Hamilton BS in Parks and Recreation Management Lookeba, OK
Taylor Rene Highfill BS in Parks and Recreation Management Cherokee, OK
Heather K. Hummel BS in Parks and Recreation Management Weatherford, OK
Dillon J. Janz BS in Parks and Recreation Management Oklahoma City, OK
Lucas Derrick Little BS in Parks and Recreation Management Weatherford, OK
Jacob Lee McGuire BS in Parks and Recreation Management Fairland, OK
Candace Raquel Owens BS in Parks and Recreation Management Weatherford, OK
Lyndon Lee Perry BS in Parks and Recreation Management Weatherford, OK
Chandler Pettit BS in Parks and Recreation Management Carnegie, OK
Geoffrey David Riddle BS in Parks and Recreation Management Asher, OK
Quentin Reid Shelton BS in Parks and Recreation Management Geary, OK
Zackery Garrett Sitton BS in Parks and Recreation Management Yukon, OK
Cody Allen Taylor BS in Parks and Recreation Management Tulsa, OK
Nakota Dawn Taylor BS in Parks and Recreation Management Vinita, OK
Samuel Cole Wagner BS in Parks and Recreation Management Yukon, OK
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Blane Whitson BS in Parks and Recreation Management Weatherford, OK
Laura Michelle Wilson BS in Parks and Recreation Management Paradise, TX
Weston Alexander Anderson BS in Park and Wildlife Law Enforcement Yukon, OK
Tucker Brian Blackburn BS in Park and Wildlife Law Enforcement Cordell, OK
Jared Robert Boese BS in Park and Wildlife Law Enforcement Weatherford, OK
Russell James Bradford BS in Park and Wildlife Law Enforcement Duke, OK
Josey B. Branch BS in Park and Wildlife Law Enforcement Skiatook, OK
Chance William Bunch BS in Park and Wildlife Law Enforcement Stillwater, OK
Cody William Burrow BS in Park and Wildlife Law Enforcement Cordell, OK
Stephen Samuel Castiglione BS in Park and Wildlife Law Enforcement Thornton, CO
Casey J. Clark BS in Park and Wildlife Law Enforcement Edmond, OK
Kyle David Coats BS in Park and Wildlife Law Enforcement Granite, OK
Dylan Jacob Conley BS in Park and Wildlife Law Enforcement Rose, OK
Haley Nicole Frost BS in Park and Wildlife Law Enforcement Oklahoma City, OK
Bryce Giblet BS in Park and Wildlife Law Enforcement Hydro, OK
Ferrell Gordon BS in Park and Wildlife Law Enforcement El Reno, OK
Ricardo Estevan Gutierrez BS in Park and Wildlife Law Enforcement Fort Cobb, OK
Colby Lee Haigler BS in Park and Wildlife Law Enforcement Canton, OK
Cassidy Jo Marie Jackson BS in Park and Wildlife Law Enforcement Oklahoma City, OK
Tyler Shawn Johnson BS in Park and Wildlife Law Enforcement Grove, OK
Jesse Nathanial Lingerfelt BS in Park and Wildlife Law Enforcement Lawton, OK
Orlando Martinez BS in Park and Wildlife Law Enforcement Weatherford, OK
Saul Pina BS in Park and Wildlife Law Enforcement Clinton, OK
Korbin Kole Polston BS in Park and Wildlife Law Enforcement Del City, OK
Shelby Da’ Shurtz BS in Park and Wildlife Law Enforcement Perkins, OK
Justin Lee Savage Simpson BS in Park and Wildlife Law Enforcement Weatherford, OK
Alexander T. Thurman BS in Park and Wildlife Law Enforcement Weatherford, OK
Taylor Weifenbach BS in Park and Wildlife Law Enforcement Bella Vista, AR
Landon Ross Whaley BS in Park and Wildlife Law Enforcement Collinsville, OK
Aileen Aiello BS in Psychology Custer City, OK
Morgan Pearl Lingerfelt BS in Psychology Lawton, OK
Morgan Baylee Ensign BS in Psychology Yukon, OK
Cody Randal Ferguson BS in Psychology Woodward, OK
Victoria Fuller BS in Psychology Moore, OK
Lora Ann Gandy BS in Psychology Broken Arrow, OK
Eric Lee Hendrix BS in Psychology Foyil, OK
Alison Hughes-Henderson BS in Psychology Weatherford, OK
Shelby Lynn Josey BS in Psychology Weatherford, OK
Hayley Mercedes Martin BS in Psychology Weatherford, OK
Rachel Marie Mayhew BS in Psychology Broken Arrow, OK
Laurence Devon Maynard BS in Psychology Oklahoma City, OK
Erika Skye McCartney BS in Psychology Mustang, OK
Ashton Leigh Neely BS in Psychology Binger, OK
Toni Rachel Old BS in Psychology Kaufman, TX
Tori Kaye Skinner BS in Psychology Weatherford, OK
Bonnie L. Smith BS in Psychology Elk City, OK
Colin James Stallcup BS in Psychology Weatherford, OK
Christopher James Stevens BS in Psychology Arapaho, OK
Constance Alysa Stidham BS in Psychology Hinton, OK
Brandy LaRae Thomas BS in Psychology Kingfisher, OK
Wei-Hsuan Tu BS in Psychology Taipei, Taiwan
Krystin Paige Turney BS in Psychology Weatherford, OK
Hunter Lee Warlike BS in Psychology Canute, OK
Kiley Rae Wilson BS in Psychology Weatherford, OK
Rachel Mae Yarnell BS in Psychology Anadarko, OK
Mario Edwin Begay BSW in Social Work Carnegie, OK
Zachery Stuart Barton BBA in Accounting Omaha, NE
Gary Dale Bearden, Jr. BBA in Accounting Altus, OK
Lauren Elizabeth Bell BBA in Accounting Burns Flat, OK
Ash lee Jordan Bishop BBA in Accounting Arapaho, OK
Kayleigh Brown BBA in Accounting Weatherford, OK
Abe P. Conley BBA in Accounting Thomas, OK
Amy Leanne Crowe BBA in Accounting Elk City, OK
Dalton Day BBA in Accounting Weatherford, OK
Jonathan David Fischer BBA in Accounting Weatherford, OK
Jordan LeeAnndra Hamner BBA in Accounting Weatherford, OK
Alyssa Amber Hawkey BBA in Accounting Weatherford, OK
Kyrie Kay Helling BBA in Accounting Carter, OK
Yolanda Hilburn BBA in Accounting Clinton, OK
Ashley Nicole Hinds BBA in Accounting Elk City, OK
Jasmine Necole Houston BBA in Accounting Altus, OK
Kelley Shaw Humphrey BBA in Accounting Rocky, OK
Riley Intemann BBA in Accounting Weatherford, OK
Sawyer Nicole Johnston BBA in Accounting Sayre, OK
Michael Ray Knight, Jr. BBA in Accounting Weatherford, OK
Karla Alvarez BBA in Accounting Weatherford, OK
Eric Andres Luthi BBA in Accounting Woodward, OK
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Brittiany Rinae McMaster BBA in Accounting Clinton, OK
Patrick Thomas Merryman BBA in Accounting Weatherford, OK
Kendra Dawn Morgan BBA in Accounting Canute, OK
Ashley Noelle Nevins BBA in Accounting Roeland Park, KS
Grant Thomas Oliver BBA in Accounting Midwest City, OK
Blaine Austin Owens BBA in Accounting El Reno, OK
Casie LeAnn Richardson BBA in Accounting Choctaw, OK
Mark Anthony Roles BBA in Accounting Hamilton, OK
Jessie Marie Heffington BBA in Accounting Vici, OK
Ryan Parker Schmid BBA in Accounting Windsor, CA
Kelsey Lynn Schones BBA in Accounting Canute, OK
Patricia Dianne Steadman BBA in Accounting Cherokee, OK
Jacy Renee Steele BBA in Accounting Fay, OK
Caleb Robert Stiles BBA in Accounting El Reno, OK
James Julian Studdard BBA in Accounting Aims, OK
Deep Kumar Thakuri BBA in Accounting Weatherford, OK
Randa Dawn Tracy BBA in Accounting Cheyenne, OK
Emily Nicole Watkins BBA in Accounting Hydro, OK
Whitney Rae Williams BBA in Accounting Weatherford, OK
Amanda Jean Adams BS in Computer Science Alex, OK
Rosalee Jane Adams BS in Computer Science Alex, OK
Hazem Saad Alshahrani BS in Computer Science Weatherford, OK
Safa Abdulkhalcq Alshareef BS in Computer Science Weatherford, OK
Kyle Jay Boeckman BS in Computer Science Hitchcock, OK
Aaron M. Bowling BS in Computer Science Yukon, OK
Erik Shawn Christensen BS in Computer Science Yukon, OK
Curtis James Collins BS in Computer Science Snyder, OK
Robert James Evenson BS in Computer Science Sayre, OK
Micali Fender BS in Computer Science Elk City, OK
Logan David Heck BS in Computer Science Weatherford, OK
Jonathan Wesley Irvin BS in Computer Science Centerton, AR
Thomas Klade BS in Computer Science Okarche, OK
Samuel James Maddux BS in Computer Science Cheyenne, OK
Richard Will Patterson BS in Computer Science Weatherford, OK
Ricardo Rivera BS in Computer Science Weatherford, OK
Benjamin A. Sanders BS in Computer Science Chickasha, OK
Brooke Jay Stevenson BS in Computer Science Edmond, OK
Coalter Thornton BS in Computer Science Booker, TX
Amy M. Vantrease BS in Computer Science Mannford, OK
Hui Yi Zhen BS in Computer Science Clinton, OK
Conner Davis Bays BBA in Entrepreneurship Edmond, OK
Kristie Kay Brown BBA in Entrepreneurship Canton, OK
Cajun Cox BBA in Entrepreneurship Oklahoma City, OK
Storm LaRue Hoobler BBA in Entrepreneurship Perryton, TX
Erika Raquela Jones BBA in Entrepreneurship Weatherford, OK
Garrett Daniel Norby BBA in Entrepreneurship Walsenburg, CO
Elisa Rogers BBA in Entrepreneurship Weatherford, OK
Ashlee Breckon Shrum BBA in Entrepreneurship Yukon, OK
Feras Eisa Aleisa BBA in Finance Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
Mansour Abdulaziz Alkhalifa BBA in Finance Weatherford, OK
Robert Cullen Bailey BBA in Finance Piedmont, OK
Gary Dale Bearden, Jr. BBA in Finance Altus, OK
Malynda Jann Holt Blevins BBA in Finance Weatherford, OK
Brandi Brock BBA in Finance Comanche, OK
Landon Dereck Carpenter BBA in Finance Weatherford, OK
Amy Leanne Crowe BBA in Finance Elk City, OK
Dalton Day BBA in Finance Weatherford, OK
Jonathan David Fischer BBA in Finance Weatherford, OK
Jordan LeeAnndra Hamner BBA in Finance Weatherford, OK
Tyler Scott Hampton BBA in Finance Cashion, OK
Janel Frances Harper BBA in Finance Weatherford, OK
Evan Layne Hess BBA in Finance Oklahoma City, OK
Ashley Kaytlin Jones BBA in Finance Midwest City, OK
Michael Ray Knight, Jr. BBA in Finance Weatherford, OK
Brian Christopher Lewis BBA in Finance Clinton, OK
Eric Andres Luthi BBA in Finance Woodward, OK
Macie Marie Maddox BBA in Finance Elk City, OK
Elizabeth Mendoza BBA in Finance Elk City, OK
Patrick Thomas Merryman BBA in Finance Weatherford, OK
Kevin Dale Rice BBA in Finance Duke, OK
Angel Miguel Rivero BBA in Finance Hobart, OK
Monty Dalton Russell BBA in Finance Woodward, OK
Ryan Parker Schmid BBA in Finance Windsor, CA
Patricia Dianne Steadman BBA in Finance Cherokee, OK
Emily Nicole Watkins BBA in Finance Hydro, OK
Yazeed Ali Alalhareth BBA in Management Schenectady, NY
Kevin Lee Baker BBA in Management Weatherford, OK
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Collin Dale Bricker BBA in Management Piedmont, OK
Zachary Taylor Britton BBA in Management Keller, TX
Aleesa Dawn Byrne BBA in Management Hobart, OK
Elaina Marie Cameron BBA in Management Cordell, OK
Daniele Lynn Cole BBA in Management Vici, OK
Jay Garrett Decker BBA in Management Blair, OK
Rebecca Kay Edwards BBA in Management Anadarko, OK
Dillon Steve Freie BBA in Management Anadarko, OK
Jodi Ann Gray BBA in Management Hobart, OK
Mark Christopher Hamm BBA in Management Duncan, OK
Yolanda Hilburn BBA in Management Clinton, OK
Clayton Ray Kincannon BBA in Management Red Rock, OK
Kaila JaNae Kinder BBA in Management Thomas, OK
Christian Eric Koehler BBA in Management Chickasha, OK
Somi Lee BBA in Management Enid, OK
Luke Alexander Madsen BBA in Management Marshalltown, IA
Ceri Cherise McCaffery BBA in Management Wayne, OK
Courtney Jeanette Miller BBA in Management Piedmont, OK
Alana Jo Miranda BBA in Management Ryan, OK
Zachary T. Mogg BBA in Management Weatherford, OK
Lacey Renee’ Motsch BBA in Management Weatherford, OK
Dandi Gail Parker BBA in Management Hydro, OK
Jessica Brooke Penner BBA in Management Weatherford, OK
Lon Lee Pigrum III BBA in Management Lawton, OK
Brett Bauer Price BBA in Management Cordell, OK
Jeremy Andrew Quimby BBA in Management Fairview, OK
Jeannette Rene Bitle BBA in Management Alms, OK
Gentry James Rogers BBA in Management Rockwall, TX
Megan Marie Francis Rutz BBA in Management Thomas, OK
Corvin Jay Smith Jr. BBA in Management Clinton, OK
Richard David Dlain Taylor BBA in Management Binger, OK
Shea Lynn Thornbrugh BBA in Management Weatherford, OK
Bethany Joy Tomagos BBA in Management Weatherford, OK
Riley Hugh Akin BBA in Marketing Davidson, OK
Chasiry D’ann Allen BBA in Marketing Anadarko, OK
James Darren Claborn II BBA in Marketing Oklahoma City, OK
Kelsey Cloyd BBA in Marketing Union City, OK
Madison Marie Cochran BBA in Marketing Thomas, OK
Shelby Elizabeth Crosley BBA in Marketing Chickasha, OK
Mitchell Decker BBA in Marketing Broken Arrow, OK
Palmer Brent Ferris BBA in Marketing Yukon, OK
Mallory Elizabeth Hankins BBA in Marketing Weatherford, OK
Sierra Genevieve Hopson BBA in Marketing Norman, OK
Bejohne K. Ndeh BBA in Marketing Weatherford, OK
Sarah Rose Marie New BBA in Marketing Granite, OK
Christian Kapena Olsen BBA in Marketing Orange, CA
Matthew Tyler Peterson BBA in Marketing Weatherford, OK
Bailey Jayne Robertson BBA in Marketing Elgin, OK
Shelby Lynn Squires BBA in Marketing Carnegie, OK
Griffin Steele BBA in Marketing Clinton, OK
Jordan Rae Tech BBA in Marketing Calumet, OK
Kale Riley Thompson BBA in Marketing Shawnee, OK
Jerry David Burks BS in Organizational Leadership Carthage, AR
Shannon SuzAnn Cagg BS in Organizational Leadership Thomas, OK
Katie Rae Hawkins BS in Organizational Leadership Weatherford, OK
Aaron L. McDonald BS in Organizational Leadership Weatherford, OK
Wade R. Pruitt BS in Organizational Leadership Clinton, OK
Cassidy Joe Baker BS in Engineering Technology Weatherford, OK
Cristhian Alfonso Casillas BS in Engineering Technology Kingfisher, OK
Hugo Enrique Chaparro BS in Engineering Technology Sayre, OK
Kelby C. Cook BS in Engineering Technology Weatherford, OK
Benjamin Cole Engelman BS in Engineering Technology Beaver, OK
Cole Dalton File BS in Engineering Technology Fargo, OK
Ashlee Beitinger BS in Engineering Technology Denton, TX
David Lee Garza BS in Engineering Technology Elk City, OK
Andrew Walter Dean Goad BS in Engineering Technology Weatherford, OK
Garrett Levi Gresham BS in Engineering Technology Weatherford, OK
Kyle Hall BS in Engineering Technology Rolla, KS
Haden Gene Hedges BS in Engineering Technology Fairmont, OK
Allyson Bree Heskett BS in Engineering Technology Kingfisher, OK
Dillon James Heskett BS in Engineering Technology Ponca City, OK
Thomas Charles Hooper BS in Engineering Technology Mountain View, OK
Sabrina Hougland BS in Engineering Technology Calumet, OK
Brian Kaleb Langley BS in Engineering Technology Hinton, OK
Tony Ray Maxville Jr. BS in Engineering Technology Tulsa, OK
Margaret Lea Musser BS in Engineering Technology Amarillo, TX
Njie Dalseron Clio Ndi BS in Engineering Technology Bamenda, Cameroon
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Rocklin Joseph Pankhurst BS in Engineering Technology Cordell, OK
Joseph Evan Poolaw BS in Engineering Technology Weatherford, OK
Nicholas Rymer BS in Engineering Technology Thomas, OK
Jordon Kaly Sage BS in Engineering Technology Weatherford, OK
Alexander D. Scarborough BS in Engineering Technology Granite, OK
Jimmy Raylee Shackelford BS in Engineering Technology Apache, OK
Chesney Levi Swartwood BS in Engineering Technology Cheyenne, OK
Jacob Froese Wall BS in Engineering Technology Colony, OK
Jeremy Alan Weimcr BS in Engineering Technology El Reno, OK
Tyler L. Williams BS in Engineering Technology Sapulpa, OK
Sarah Avosuahi Baiye BS in Industrial Technology Bartlesville, OK
Stephanie R. Bryan BS in Industrial Technology Clinton, OK
Feras Talat Bukhari BS in Industrial Technology Mecca, Saudi Arabia
Cyrus W. Burks BS in Industrial Technology Blair, OK
David Lewis Clinton BS in Industrial Technology Weatherford, OK
Dalton Shoate Daniels BS in Industrial Technology Salina, OK
Tyler Allen Henry BS in Industrial Technology Weatherford, OK
Tanner Chase McLaird BS in Industrial Technology Elgin, OK
Joe D. Resneder BS in Industrial Technology Oklahoma City, OK
Talon Brady Watkins BS in Industrial Technology Weatherford, OK
James Burke Yeargain III BS in Industrial Technology Piedmont, OK
Bivek Bikrant Adhikari BS in Athletic Training Weatherford, OK
Reagan Michelle Bonnewell BS in Athletic Training Hinton, OK
Austin Lane Brown BS in Athletic Training Broken Arrow, OK
Randa Castleberry BS in Athletic Training Stillwater, OK
Jennifer Rose Garcia BS in Athletic Training Weatherford, OK
Kayla Godwin BS in Athletic Training Weatherford, OK
Colton Dale Hen ricks BS in Athletic Training Anadarko, OK
Benjamin Dale Hill BS in Athletic Training Weatherford, OK
Tiffany Marie Hoffman BS in Athletic Training Broken Arrow, OK
Andrea Nicole Ocenar BS in Athletic Training El Reno, OK
Hailee Ranee Platt BS in Athletic Training Randlett, OK
Karen Marie Schoenhals BS in Athletic Training Clinton, OK
Andrew Madison Stuart BS in Athletic Training Weatherford, OK
Taylor Jean VanderWerff BS in Athletic Training Lone Tree, CO
Suhail Bulayd Almutairi BS in Health Care Administration Los Angeles, CA
Vanessa Marie Amante BS in Health Care Administration Weatherford, OK
Jamie Taylor Beavers BS in Health Care Administration Elgin, OK
Nghia Cao Bui BS in Health Care Administration Oklahoma City, OK
Hannah Marie Burgess BS in Health Care Administration Yukon, OK
Sarah Elizabeth Burrows BS in Health Care Administration Hobart, OK
Brenna Shay Coffman BS in Health Care Administration Flobart, OK
Caleb Wayne Dobrinski BS in Health Care Administration Yukon, OK
Clinton D. Horn BS in Health Care Administration Fort Cobb, OK
Kendi Blake Horton BS in Health Care Administration Carnegie, OK
Rachel Elizabeth Kidd BS in Health Care Administration Wheeler, TX
Christi Michelle Kiefer BS in Health Care Administration Yukon, OK
Tiffany G. McClellan BS in Health Care Administration Yukon, OK
Taryn Brooke Minst BS in Health Care Administration Altus, OK
Adam Christian Seigrist BS in Health Care Administration El Maton.TX
Bryla Delacee Zeigler BS in Health Care Administration Oklahoma City, OK
Jeckie Irene Akers BS in Health Information Management Weatherford, OK
Kerry A. Allen BS in Health Information Management Yukon, OK
Danielle Alexis Brown BS in Health Information Management Weatherford, OK
Jennifer Lynn Decker BS in Health Information Management Hobart, OK
Lesley K. Peterson BS in Health Information Management Denver, CO
Alexis Russell BS in Health Information Management Meadowlakes, TX
Taylor Chanele Adler BS in Health Sciences Weatherford, OK
Meera Rose Alexander BS in Health Sciences Yukon, OK
Megan Maree Allen BS in Health Sciences Amber, OK
Allie Elizabeth Ayers BS in Health Sciences Weatherford, OK
David Joe Barnett II BS in Health Sciences Thomas, OK
Dylan Trent Biggs BS in Health Sciences Clinton, OK
Blake Cary Blanchard BS in Health Sciences Weatherford, OK
Duke Emma Borjas BS in Health Sciences Clinton, OK
Ashley Nicole Bredy BS in Health Sciences Roosevelt, OK
Ashlee M’Kale Brewer BS in Health Sciences Willow, OK
Kailen Ann Clemmer BS in Health Sciences Cache, OK
Mackenzie Nicole Cochran BS in Health Sciences Amarillo, TX
Candace Brook Combs BS in Health Sciences Altus, OK
Casi Kennedy Cornell BS in Health Sciences Custer City, OK
Jacee LeeAnn Crawford BS in Health Sciences Weatherford, OK
Erin Nicole Crosby BS in Health Sciences Marlow, OK
William Hunter Dinkines BS in Health Sciences Edmond, OK
Ashlee Lauren Dunlap BS in Health Sciences Ringwood, OK
Tatiana LaRue Dye BS in Health Sciences Clinton, OK
Chad A. Ehrhart BS in Health Sciences Norman, OK
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Sarah Nicole Evans BS in Health Sciences Edmond, OK
Jalen Deion Gilbert BS in Health Sciences Fort Bragg, NC
Shelby Lynn Hamilton BS in Health Sciences Lookeba, OK
Isis Faith Hilton BS in Health Sciences Marietta, OK
Christian Hollister BS in Health Sciences Hobart, OK
Taylor Symone Hopkins BS in Health Sciences Lawton, OK
Ali Nicole Houchin BS in Health Sciences Newkirk, OK
Taylor Hudson BS in Health Sciences Altus, OK
Katie Elizabeth James BS in Health Sciences Elk City, OK
Savannah Kaye Kappelle BS in Health Sciences Anadarko, OK
Ashley Sara Koshy BS in Health Sciences Yukon, OK
Ciara Lansdon BS in Health Sciences Wheat Ridge, CO
Tina Trinh Le BS in Health Sciences Oklahoma City, OK
Amanda Marie Lovett BS in Health Sciences Harrali, OK
Marque Renee Mungaven BS in Health Sciences Headrick, OK
Brooklyn Elizabeth Neal BS in Health Sciences Duncan, OK
Louisa Enanga Pangop BS in Health Sciences Selden, NY
Lauren M. Parenica BS in Health Sciences Newalla, OK
Quynh-Anh Ngoc Pham BS in Health Sciences Duncan, OK
Ashley Noel Pickens BS in Health Sciences Blanchard, OK
Jesus Jr. Ramirez BS in Health Sciences Mangum, OK
Alvaro Omar Saavedra BS in Health Sciences The Colony, TX
Sherrin Susan Samuel BS in Health Sciences Oklahoma City, OK
Sherilyn Nicole Scott BS in Health Sciences Yukon, OK
Kassie Sechrist BS in Health Sciences Apache, OK
Dakota Shepherd BS in Health Sciences Yukon, OK
Melissa Irene Sinko BS in Health Sciences Chickasha, OK
Monica Nicole Smith BS in Health Sciences Huntsville, AL
Chasen Taylor Starnes BS in Health Sciences Weatherford, OK
Shadow Drum Stephenson BS in Health Sciences Binger, OK
Kwame Antoine Tate BS in Health Sciences Weatherford, OK
Legend Nicole Tate BS in Health Sciences Weatherford, OK
Allyson Ann Troyer BS in Health Sciences Oklahoma City, OK
Allison Dieu Thao Truong BS in Health Sciences Oklahoma City, OK
Makenzi Alexis Wagner BS in Health Sciences Oklahoma City, OK
Jesse James Wald BS in Health Sciences Hobart, OK
Amanyl N. Zama BS in Health Sciences Weatherford, OK
Shaylon Rylee Bishop BS in Nursing Weatherford, OK
Shelby Kaye Bolton BS in Nursing Mustang, OK
Nichole Brandt BS in Nursing Newcastle, OK
Valerie Anne Chain BS in Nursing Guynion, OK
Brianna Michelle Clark BS in Nursing Yukon, OK
Kylee Rachelle Craddock BS in Nursing Fort Cobb, OK
Aaron Rush Daugherty BS in Nursing Foss, OK
Franki Elizabeth DeLuca BS in Nursing Lawton, OK
Kristi Lynne Eirwin-Winters BS in Nursing Mustang, OK
Sara Denise Elkins BS in Nursing Guthrie, OK
Jim Agei Enoh BS in Nursing DeSoto, TX
Erin Elizabeth Fields BS in Nursing Mustang, OK
Joshua David Hall BS in Nursing Weatherford, OK
Tashiana L. Holley BS in Nursing Bethany, OK
Kassie R. Jackson BS in Nursing Tulsa, OK
Julie Johnston BS in Nursing Pocasset, OK
Talesha C. Kittler BS in Nursing Yukon, OK
Andrienne Lapewe Ngapepoua BS in Nursing Weatherford, OK
Venia Sue Trevino BS in Nursing Weatherford, OK
Dajona Adrianna Lewis BS in Nursing Spencer, OK
Shane Tyler Martin BS in Nursing Weatherford, OK
Baylee Cheyenne McBride BS in Nursing Mountain View, OK
Diamon Shael Rae Miller BS in Nursing Mooreland, OK
Nikole Venessa Reyna Mingura BS in Nursing Hollis, OK
Cheyenne Nicole Mitchell BS in Nursing Weatherford, OK
Morgan Courtney Nance BS in Nursing Oklahoma City, OK
D’Lisa Joann Pool BS in Nursing Weatherford, OK
Alicia Michelle Richey BS in Nursing Cache, OK
Sara Jean Robinson BS in Nursing Broken Arrow, OK
Jennifer Marie Shelburne BS in Nursing Weatherford, OK
Anna Chantae Smith BS in Nursing Oklahoma City, OK
Kourtney Danielle Speece BS in Nursing Enid, OK
Paisley A. Sperle BS in Nursing Clinton, OK
Danielle Nicole Starr BS in Nursing Mooreland, OK
Rachel Elise Stout BS in Nursing Forgan, OK
Rachel Michelle Taber BS in Nursing Moore, OK
Jordan Jaree Wayland BS in Nursing Gage, OK
Morgan M. Wermy BS in Nursing Clinton, OK
Megan Mari Abellera BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Norman, OK
Rita Chinyelu Akubueze BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
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Shaquanna Sade’ Alexander BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Spencer, OK
Michael Todd Allen BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Edmond, OK
Ashley D. Amaireh BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Moore, OK
Leah Beaman BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Rebekah Sue Berry BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Edmond, OK
Amanda Nicole Billings BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Yukon, OK
Tayslia Delores Bitseedy BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Fort Worth, TX
Ashley Bouknight BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Piedmont, OK
Michael Su Boyer BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Lawton, OK
Jennifer Dale Brady BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Kingfisher, OK
Christina Lanelle Brantley BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Amber, OK
Kathleen Marie Brown BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Edmond, OK
Travis H. Bryant BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Muskogee, OK
Mary Claire Jasarino Carbonell BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Midwest City, OK
Jason William Carter BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Megan Cheri Celsor BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Sentinel, OK
Amanda Lee Choate BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Newcastle, OK
Whitney Amelia Clinton BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Weatherford, OK
Melissa Conway BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Marlow, OK
Sarah Elizabeth Cook BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Broken Arrow, OK
Ashley Nicole Sandidge BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Norman, OK
Kenie Elizabeth Corea BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Norman, OK
Cassandra Courtney Cortez BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Wesley J. Cossey BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Stephanie Nicole Crawley BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Tecumseh, OK
Lauren Amber Dankwa BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Andrea Nicole Davis BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Edmond, OK
Renee M. Davis BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Bixby, OK
Tonya Lynn Defoor BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Elgin, OK
April Devereaux BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Guthrie, OK
Kristina M. Dixon BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Harrah, OK
Leisha Brooke Drews BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Norman, OK
Jessica Lynn Dunlap BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Midwest City, OK
Ncica La Von ne Edwards BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Lawton, OK
Kent Allen Endersby BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Norman, OK
Tiffany Noell Fankhauser BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Las Cruces, NM
Kimberly A. Ferguson BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Edmond, OK
Robert A. Fritz BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Jenifer L. Fuchs BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Norman, OK
Faith Eileigh Garrett BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Moore, OK
Tiffany H. Geisler BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Fort Gibson, OK
Shelley Louise Glover BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Yukon, OK
Michelle Louise Jackson-Goebcl BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Tulsa, OK
Myra Kim Golden BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Midwest City, OK
Melissa JeDonne Golobic BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Lancaster, OH
Molly Megan Green BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Claremore, OK
Anna S. Hammerle BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Camp Verde, AZ
Dana Gayle Hancbutt BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Shawnee, OK
Amanda Lynnette Harness BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Moore, OK
Tamara Elaine Hart BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Edmond, OK
Jeanne Elizabeth Heincken BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Yukon, OK
Stephanie Helt-Armer BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Guthrie, OK
Lindsey Rae Herrin BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Melissa Ann Hopcus BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Norman, OK
Kelci Janel Houck BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Washington, OK
Suzanne Cheri Hurley BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Owasso, OK
Robyn DeAnne Hutchins BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Shawnee, OK
Jennifer Lynne Inmon BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Ashley Dawn Jack BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Choctaw, OK
Dhanya John BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Wexford, PA
Dasha Diane Johnson BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Meeker, OK
Erica Laray Jones BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Choctaw, OK
John Scott Jordan BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Moore, OK
Annelida Lyne Kates BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Keota, OK
Amanda Michelle Kennedy BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Broken Arrow, OK
Emily Gwen Kirk BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Beth Andrea Kramer BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Claremore, OK
Kacoria Janay Lassien BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Lawton, OK
Michelle Nicole Lee BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Saint Robert, MO
Kari L. Lcfebvrc BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Mustang, OK
Avis Jean Lolir BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Mustang, OK
Kathy J. Lopez BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Yukon, OK
Kristie Lea Lowry BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Bethany, OK
Lisa Marie Lumry BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Midwest City, OK
Linzi Mackey BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Weatherford, OK
Toni Michelle Maddox BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Tulsa, OK
Stephanie Nicole Maher BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Olustee, OK
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Whitney Lea Mallett BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Christy Ann Marsley BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Norman, OK
Mallory Martin BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Yukon, OK
Heather N. Martinez BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Moore, OK
Emily Jean Mason BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Edmond, OK
Marina DeAnn Masters BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Edmond, OK
Pius N. Mburu BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
TyKeesha Monae’ McCarty BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Jessica McClure BS in Nursing - RN to BSN El Reno, OK
Aubree Michelle McKinzie BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Pryor, OK
Matthew Griffin Merrill BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Tuttle, OK
Loretta Karee Beain BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Enid, OK
Amy C. Mitchell BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Yukon, OK
Kaysea Lynn Mize BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Poteau, OK
Amanda Coffman Moon BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Chickasha, OK
Trade Rene’ Murnan BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Noble, OK
Halee’ Lenelle Nasworthy BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Owasso, OK
Melissa CamTu Thi Nguyen BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Jennifer Dawn Nichols BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Sapulpa, OK
Dinah A. Obere BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Grand Prairie, TX
Myka DeAnn Oberlechner BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Moore, OK
Chioma C. Ogbedi BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Nutley, NJ
Marie M. McCune BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Enid, OK
Urvashi Patel BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Debra Peeples BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Harrah, OK
Brittanee Leigh-Ann Perez BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Broken Arrow, OK
Nathan Michael Phillips BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Tulsa, OK
Tawna Lynn Pickle BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Alysa Kay Pressnall BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Ponca City, OK
Claudina Marcia Prince BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Lawton, OK
Siew Lee Quah BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Bethany, OK
Shay la Beth Reed BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Enid, OK
Krystian N. Richardson BS in Nureing - RN to BSN Kingfisher, OK
Aprill Renea Ridgeway BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Carnegie, OK
Kayla Rose-Comvay BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Grove, OK
Rhonda Kay Ross BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Yukon, OK
Paula Jean Rother BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Norman, OK
Amanda Eileen Ruiz BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Mustang, OK
Samantha J. Rumley BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Tuttle, OK
Jennifer Linda Saaret BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Okarche, OK
Tara Sanders BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Edmond, OK
Jacob Henry Schubert BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Yukon, OK
Ashley Christine Schuster BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Robert Dale Scott BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Muskogee, OK
Karissa Faith Shields BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Yukon, OK
Christine Simpson BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Bethany Leanne Sing BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Midwest City, OK
Kyle Louis Smailey BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Holly Melody Smith BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Broken Arrow, OK
Lacie Raliene Smith BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Courtney Nicole Stark BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
April Renae Steadman BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Choctaw, OK
Donna J. Stivers BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Bristow, OK
Rickka C. Stoner BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Nicholas Eric Stremble BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Norman, OK
Taylor Renae Sturgill BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Taylor Cheyenne Thomas BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Midwest City, OK
James Travis Thomas BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Yukon, OK
Alyson Nicole Tinney BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Norman, OK
Jeri Leigh Tucker BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Moore, OK
Gabriela Velazquez BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Andrea Megan Waldrop BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Park Hill, OK
Lista Marie Watkins BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Park Hill, OK
Shanna Marie Wester BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Ardmore, OK
Lori Denise Wheeler BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Oklahoma City, OK
Mark Wesley Wheeler BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Edmond, OK
Deana Rae Williams BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Atoka, OK
Jamesa Williams BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Broken Arrow, OK
Deborah Louise Wilson BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Sapulpa, OK
Mallory Morgan Wion BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Sapulpa, OK
Fatu Kamara Wleh BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Maple Grove, MN
Stephen Ray Wood BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Blanchard, OK
Kelly Woods BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Blanchard, OK
Kristin Layne Wright BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Midwest City, OK
Annie Zachariah BS in Nursing - RN to BSN Yukon, OK
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Master's Degrees — College of Professional & Graduate Studies
Carrie Ruth Hatfield MS Healthcare Informatics & Info Mgmt Harrah, OK
Randa C. Hollandsworth MS Healthcare Informatics & Info Mgmt Yukon, OK
Neema Kapadia MS Healthcare Informatics & Info Mgmt Clinton, OK
Samjhana Kumvar MS Healthcare Informatics & Info Mgmt Weatherford, OK
Bernard Chege Mwaura MS Healthcare Informatics & Info Mgmt Oklahoma City, OK
Shyanne Marie Pullum MS Healthcare Informatics & Info Mgmt Clinton, OK
Marcy Ann Pye MS Healthcare Informatics & Info Mgmt Apache, OK
Kati N. Beisel MS in Management Edmond, OK
Britney Shawn Nicole Espinosa MS in Management Weatherford, OK
Diana Michelle Flood MS in Management Edmond, OK
Christina Shane Smith MS in Management Harrah, OK
Kevin Alan Cantrell Master of Business Administration Oklahoma City, OK
Garrett Carter Master of Business Administration Mcloud, OK
Cash Armstrong Cooper Master of Business Administration Lindsay, OK
Kaylee Dawn DeBose Master of Business Administration Beaver, OK
Tara Mercedes DeLonais Master of Business Administration Lawton, OK
Victoria Leigh Denny Master of Business Administration Edmond, OK
Jessica Bowen Easterwood Master of Business Administration Enid, OK
Jacob D. Friesen Master of Business Administration Weatherford, OK
Chetan Ganakal Srikantaiah Suma Master of Business Administration Bangalore, India
Rcba Dawn Gillispie Master of Business Administration Ardmore, OK
Rakhal Gontla Master of Business Administration Anantapur, India
Allan Scott Guthrie Master of Business Administration Yukon, OK
Sarah Elaine Harper Master of Business Administration Altus, OK
Andrea Marlene Holgado Master of Business Administration Weatherford, OK
Kristina Hetlevia Jensen Master of Business Administration Choctaw, OK
Justin Logan Martin Master of Business Administration Yukon, OK
Matthew Janies Mauldin Master of Business Administration Beggs, OK
Erin Elizabeth McGuire Master of Business Administration Fort Worth, TX
Casey Dawn Merryman Master of Business Administration Weatherford, OK
Caila R. Jantzen Master of Business Administration Ames, OK
Justin Michael Pollmiller Master of Business Administration Littleton, CO
Emily Ann Selby Master of Business Administration Denton, TX
Garrett Michael Shafer Master of Business Administration Spearville, KS
Sefat Ara Shums Master of Business Administration Weatherford, OK
Leesa R. Stinson Master of Business Administration Woodward, OK
Jacob Wayne Tarver Master of Business Administration McAlester, OK
Kccnen Joshua Taylor Master of Business Administration Weatherford, OK
Burgandy D’Shun Tindall Master of Business Administration Weatherford, OK
Anna Nhu Hoang Vu Master of Business Administration Oklahoma City, OK
Natasha Dionne Jefferson M Ed in Education - Early Childhood Development Clinton, OK
Staci DcLee Bankston M Ed in Educational Administration Dewey, OK
Heather Hill Bledsoe M Ed in Educational Administration Yale, OK
Chad Ray Bodenstein M Ed in Educational Administration Ponca City, OK
Isaac Mitchell Byrne M lid in Educational Administration Alex, OK
Sherrie G. Conley M Ed in Educational Administration Newcastle, OK
Jared Lane Cudd M Ed in Educational Administration Arapaho, OK
Christopher Dobbins M Ed in Educational Administration Comanche, OK
Jennifer Lynne Douglas M Ed in Educational Administration Oklahoma City, OK
Donavan E. Ferguson M Ed in Educational Administration Taloga, OK
Jill S. Folsom M Ed in Educational Administration Newcastle, OK
Jared Thomas Freeman M Ed in Educational Administration Ponca City, OK
Lyndsey RaiAnti Rollins M Ed in Educational Administration Edmond, OK
Stacey Ann Gray M Ed in Educational Administration Tuttle, OK
Samuel G. Hale M Ed in Educational Administration Mangum, OK
Christina Hamm M Ed in Educational Administration Oktaha, OK
Michael Owen Harris M Ed in Educational Administration Duke, OK
Kyle Stephen Hilterbran M Ed in Educational Administration Enid, OK
Gay la Holmes M Ed in Educational Administration Tuttle, OK
Zachary Whitney House M Ed in Educational Administration Binger, OK
Samira Khashayari-Patten M Ed in Educational Administration Newcastle, OK
Bruce N. Lamborn M Ed in Educational Administration Clinton, OK
Chinnis Lamirand M Ed in Educational Administration Ponca City, OK
Blake Adam Mackey M Ed in Educational Administration Moore, OK
Shellina Mahoney M Ed in Educational Administration Lawton, OK
Nikki Dawn McCann M Ed in Educational Administration Oklahoma City, OK
Jeremy David McKinney M Ed in Educational Administration Cleveland, OK
Mitchell Wade McLaughlin M Ed in Educational Administration Blair, OK
Kyle Zachary Minton M Ed in Educational Administration Bartlesville, OK
Angela Lynn Morgan M Ed in Educational Administration Chickasha, OK
Susan Gail Moyer M Eel in Educational Administration Woodward, OK
Krystina Rachelle Muralt M Ed in Educational Administration Ponca City, OK
Crystal L. Nation M Ed in Educational Administration Apache, OK
Grant Potter M Ed in Educational Administration Yukon, OK
James M. Reeves M Ed in Educational Administration Cleveland, OK
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Chris Wayne Revard M Ed in Educational Administration Dewey, OK
Spence E. Rigdon M Ed in Educational Administration Bartlesville, OK
Travis Lynn Ruble M Ed in Educational Administration Dewey, OK
Jason Edward Sanders M Ed in Educational Administration Norman, OK
Autumn Rae Sellers-Caldwell M Ed in Educational Administration Mounds, OK
Desarae Simmons M Ed in Educational Administration Burns Flat, OK
Dustin Edward Smith M Ed in Educational Administration Waynoka, OK
Jonathan Charles Stone M Ed in Educational Administration Frederick, OK
Joshua Michael Stowe M Ed in Educational Administration Dewey, OK
Bryan Michael Till M Ed in Educational Administration Stillwater, OK
Angela Kay Toyebo M Ed in Educational Administration Anadarko, OK
Kayla LeAyn Watkins M Ed in Educational Administration Clinton, OK
Chanel Lee Webb M Ed in Educational Administration Drummond, OK
Suni Re Williamson M Ed in Educational Administration Oklahoma City, OK
Gabe Winn M Ed in Educational Administration Lawton, OK
Jessica Egner M Ed in Education - Elementary Education Shamrock, TX
Rachel Suzanne Long M Ed in Education - Elementary Education Weatherford, OK
Sarah Elizabeth Shefferd M Ed in Education - Elementary Education Weatherford, OK
Janet Lynn Smith M Ed in Education - Elementary Education Weatherford, OK
Joseph Henry Mims Bowron M Ed in Education - Instructional Coaching Weatherford, OK
Samantha Jo Billings M Ed in Education - Special Education Owasso, OK
Josie Gayle Chrz M Ed in Education - Special Education Quapaw, OK
Davida Sue McClellan M Ed in Education - Special Education El Reno, OK
Jordan Ashley Stiles M Ed in Education - Special Education Mustang, OK
Hailey Raetz M Ed in Education - Special Education Weatherford, OK
Larenda Sue Thomas M Ed in Education - Special Education Yukon, OK
Natalie D. Bennett M Ed in Education - Reading Specialist Arnett, OK
Chelsey Renee Mawson M Ed in Education - Reading Specialist Henrietta, TX
Jessica Bull M Ed in Education - Reading Specialist Norman, OK
Tia Nicole Sauer M Ed in Education - Reading Specialist Weatherford, OK
Melissa Dawn Sharry M Ed in Education - Reading Specialist Weatherford, OK
Megan Leigh Smith M Ed in Education - Reading Specialist Yukon, OK
Lexi St reck M Ed in Education - Reading Specialist Hennessey, OK
Adrian Gomez MM in Music Education Enid, OK
Kathleen Anne Crook Jung MM in Music Education Okeene, OK
Mamie Sprinkle-Baker MM in Music Education Norman, OK
Steven Cornell M Ed in Education - Parks and Recreation Mgmt Custer, OK
Ethan Thomas Cole Davis M Ed in Education - Parks and Recreation Mgmt Oklahoma City, OK
Josie Wray Foust M Ed in Education - Parks and Recreation Mgmt Blanchard, OK
Erik Paul Goettsch M Ed in Education - Parks and Recreation Mgmt Yukon, OK
Kara N. Jacobsen M Ed in Education - Parks and Recreation Mgmt Stone Ridge, NY
Jordan Jay Beech M Ed in Education - Sports Management Edmond, OK
Alison Mae Cole M Ed in Education - Sports Management Long Island, KS
Kayla Dawn Dickson M Ed in Education - Sports Management Enid, OK
Andrew Paul Hudiburg M Ed in Education - Sports Management Oklahoma City, OK
Michael James Lynch M Ed in Education - Sports Management Circle Pines, MN
Johnna Rhea Smith M Ed in Education - Sports Management Purdon.TX
Colman James Stephens M Ed in Education - Sports Management Sanger, TX
Jessica Violet Beisel MS in Community Counseling Weatherford, OK
Kyle W. Clayton MS in Community Counseling Stillwater, OK
Lynett Cherell’ Cram MS in Community Counseling Yukon, OK
Lanita Marie Dalla Rosa MS in Community Counseling Oklahoma City, OK
Crystal Dawn Gaylord MS in Community Counseling Weatherford, OK
Heather June Martin MS in Community Counseling Stillwater, OK
Barry Wade McLeod MS in Community Counseling Sayre, OK
Christopher Don Morgan MS in Community Counseling Weatherford, OK
Taylor Noel Boyd M Ed in Education - School Counseling Weatherford, OK
Andrea Bruce M Ed in Education - School Counseling Cushing, OK
Jaclyn Brooke Bull M Ed in Education - School Counseling Aims, OK
Karlese Diane Butler M Ed in Education - School Counseling Elk City, OK
Monica Hall Claussen M Ed in Education - School Counseling Duke, OK
Kimberly Denise Coney M Ed in Education - School Counseling Watonga, OK
Tiffany H. Copeland M Ed in Education - School Counseling Beggs, OK
Donell Jean Craig M Ed in Education - School Counseling Weatherford, OK
Marci Dalynn Feddersen M Ed in Education - School Counseling El Reno, OK
Maggie L. Fuchs M Ed in Education - School Counseling Watonga, OK
Amy DiAnn Funkhouser M Ed in Education - School Counseling Pawnee, OK
Jenny Rae Gilbert M Ed in Education - School Counseling Weatherford, OK
Amanda K. Hayes M Ed in Education - School Counseling Altus, OK
Katherine Liddell M Ed in Education - School Counseling Enid, OK
Mika Lane Lucas M Ed in Education - School Counseling Stillwater, OK
Corie R. Orr M Ed in Education - School Counseling Wheeler, TX
Tammy Michelle Poolaw M Ed in Education - School Counseling Weatherford, OK
Kira Jill Powell M Ed in Education - School Counseling Blair, OK
Chadric James Pugh M Ed in Education - School Counseling Oklahoma City, OK
Jessica A. Schanbacher M Ed in Education - School Counseling Cherokee, OK
Sara Elizabeth Wilkins-Lowder M Ed in Education - School Counseling Yukon, OK
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Morgan Casey-Dillingham M Ed in Education - School Psychometry Fletcher, OK
Cody Wayne Groves M Ed in Education - School Psychometry Kremlin, OK
Kaylan Joye Liles M Ed in Education - School Psychometry Oklahoma City, OK
Margarita Cruz Mingura M Ed in Education - School Psychometry Yukon, OK
Lien N. Miu M Ed in Education - School Psychometry Cordell, OK
Kelli Nicole Powell M Ed in Education - School Psychometry Elk City, OK
Kiley Michelle Quisenberry M Ed in Education - School Psychometry Shattuck, OK
Susan Waitman Wyant M Ed in Education - School Psychometry Purcell, OK
Lori A. Young M Ed in Education - School Psychometry Wagoner, OK
Katrina J. Detherow M Ed in Education - Social Sciences Weatherford, OK
Heather Louise McCormick M Ed in Education - Social Sciences Yukon, OK
Dakota L. Kemp M Ed in Education - Social Sciences Longdale, OK
Stacey Lynn Boecker-Scheurcr M Ed in Education - Social Sciences Hinton, OK
Elizabeth Abigail Tilson-Parrish Ed S in School Psychology Edmond, OK
Doctoral Degrees -- College of Pharmacy
* indicates that the graduate simultaneously earned an MBA and PharmD
Abdul'Rahman Al-Jarrah Doctor of Pharmacy Oklahoma City, OK
Jennifer T. An Doctor of Pharmacy Yukon, OK
Angelina Anaya-Hernandez Doctor of Pharmacy Yukon, OK
Jamie Lynn Anderson Doctor of Pharmacy Aims, OK
Nana Boakycwaa Opoku Asante Doctor of Pharmacy Oklahoma City, OK
James Harold Austin Doctor of Pharmacy Gravette, AR
Jacob Roy Beard Doctor of Pharmacy Devol, OK
'Thomas Bradley Bellew Doctor of Pharmacy Edmond, OK
Mathew Lee Benham Doctor of Pharmacy Okeene, OK
Amanda Jean Bozell Doctor of Pharmacy Waukomis, OK
Bryan David Brewer Doctor of Pharmacy Colby, KS
Kauli Ann Broadhead Doctor of Pharmacy Kiefer, OK
Elizabeth Anne Buchanan Doctor of Pharmacy Quapaw, OK
John Jacob Cannedy Doctor of Pharmacy Oklahoma City, OK
Arianna Patrice Carroll Doctor of Pharmacy Lawton, OK
Garrett Carter* Doctor of Pharmacy Mcloud, OK
Samantha Rae Caudle Doctor of Pharmacy Edmond, OK
Tori R. Chacon Doctor of Pharmacy Lawton, OK
Colby Don Challis Doctor of Pharmacy Clinton, OK
Nathan Cord Colwell Jr. Doctor of Pharmacy Pryor, OK
Lucas H. Coody Doctor of Pharmacy Waurika, OK
Kelly Anne Cornell Doctor of Pharmacy Clinton, OK
Dylan Mitchell Coxen Doctor of Pharmacy Tuttle, OK
'Thomas Tanner Crandell Doctor of Pharmacy Poteau, OK
Kara Juh-Ree Crane Doctor of Pharmacy Tulsa, OK
Alison Renae Cupp Doctor of Pharmacy Elk City, OK
Cole Louis Dalmont Doctor of Pharmacy McAlester, OK
Theresa Mong-Quynh Dang Doctor of Pharmacy Oklahoma City, OK
Colton Richard Danyeur Doctor of Pharmacy Davis, OK
Brian Tien Dao Doctor of Pharmacy Sachse, TX
Crystal Dawn Davis Doctor of Pharmacy Choctaw, OK
Selam Dejene Doctor of Pharmacy Stillwater, OK
Tara Mercedes DeLonais* Doctor of Pharmacy Lawton, OK
Victoria Leigh Denny* Doctor of Pharmacy Edmond, OK
Kortney Shay Duffy Doctor of Pharmacy Oklahoma City, OK
Jarrod Ethan Edwards Doctor of Pharmacy Tahlequah, OK
J. Nyema Elliott Doctor of Pharmacy Oklahoma City, OK
James Morgan Ely Doctor of Pharmacy Pauls Valley, OK
Whitney Denise Evans Doctor of Pharmacy Checotah, OK
Alexandria Loren Foster Doctor of Pharmacy Claremore, OK
Amber Frazier Doctor of Pharmacy Thomas, OK
Kyrsten Nicole Jennie Gamble Doctor of Pharmacy Muskogee, OK
Colby Bryan Garrett Doctor of Pharmacy Porter, OK
Brett Hunter George Doctor of Pharmacy Lookeba, OK
Reba Dawn Gillispie* Doctor of Pharmacy Ardmore, OK
Andrew Scott Grover Doctor of Pharmacy Las Animas, CO
Jonathan Patrick Hanna Doctor of Pharmacy Edmond, OK
Kaitlin Marie Harrison Doctor of Pharmacy Wynnewood, OK
Greg Wade Hicks Doctor of Pharmacy Weatherford, OK
Robert Lee Flolliday Doctor of Pharmacy Tulsa, OK
Anh Ngoc Huynh Doctor of Pharmacy Fort Worth, TX
Sang Thi Huynh Doctor of Pharmacy Broken Arrow, OK
Sheena Ann Jacob Doctor of Pharmacy Yukon, OK
Casey Dwayne Jiles Doctor of Pharmacy Weatherford, OK
Katrina D'Nae Johnson Doctor of Pharmacy Levelland, TX
Sydnie Marie Johnson Doctor of Pharmacy Sapulpa, OK
Stefan Thomas Jones Doctor of Pharmacy Madill, OK
Dusta Lee Kimzey Doctor of Pharmacy Cheyenne, OK
Gabriellc Elizabeth Kinser Doctor of Pharmacy Edmond, OK
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Ashton Michelle Kos Doctor of Pharmacy Yukon, OK
Kathy Xuan Le Doctor of Pharmacy Oklahoma City, OK
Kevin Khiem Quoc Le Doctor of Pharmacy Oklahoma City, OK
Kristine Yen Le Doctor of Pharmacy Mustang, OK
Suzann Kathleen Leskela Doctor of Pharmacy Del City, OK
Melinda TuTran Mach Doctor of Pharmacy Fort Smith, AR
Jenny Mathew Doctor of Pharmacy Oklahoma City, OK
Richard Vincent Maul Doctor of Pharmacy Siloam Springs, AR
Daniel Jack McAllister Doctor of Pharmacy Muldrow, OK
Melissa Nicole McCoy Doctor of Pharmacy Weatherford, OK
Erin Elizabeth McGuire* Doctor of Pharmacy Fort Worth, TX
Kody Z. McKay Doctor of Pharmacy Norman, OK
Ashley Nicole McMahon Doctor of Pharmacy Tulsa, OK
Colton Edward Dean Moorman Doctor of Pharmacy Sulphur Springs, AR
John Michael Moriarty Doctor of Pharmacy Sperry, OK
Asaba N. Murray Doctor of Pharmacy Oklahoma City, OK
Jennifer Ann Musgrove Doctor of Pharmacy Weatherford, OK
Michael Huy Nguyen Doctor of Pharmacy Oklahoma City, OK
Terry Nguyen Doctor of Pharmacy Edmond, OK
Tram Teresa Nguyen Doctor of Pharmacy Yukon, OK
Uyen Tran Nguyen Doctor of Pharmacy Broken Arrow, OK
Victor Cody Nguyen Doctor of Pharmacy Yukon, OK
Xuan Diem Nguyen Doctor of Pharmacy Sachse, TX
Todd Richard Nix Jr. Doctor of Pharmacy Tulsa, OK
Cassandra Kambili Obi Doctor of Pharmacy Norman, OK
Jeffrey Quinton Yogesh Patel Doctor of Pharmacy Commerce, TX
Rekha Patel Doctor of Pharmacy Edmond, OK
Ken Luong Pham Doctor of Pharmacy Richardson, TX
Quynh Phi Doctor of Pharmacy Oklahoma City, OK
Timothy Blake Reid Doctor of Pharmacy McAlester, OK
Michael Scott Robinson Doctor of Pharmacy Tulsa, OK
Lauren Paige Rodriguez Doctor of Pharmacy Durant, OK
Lyan Van Russell Doctor of Pharmacy Broken Arrow, OK
Nicole Elizabeth Schmitz Doctor of Pharmacy Oklahoma City, OK
Emily Ann Selby* Doctor of Pharmacy Denton, TX
Garrett Michael Shafer* Doctor of Pharmacy Spearville, KS
Caitlin Nicole Shannon Doctor of Pharmacy Broken Arrow, OK
Garrett Kurt Sheneman Doctor of Pharmacy Weleetka, OK
Emma N. Siegmann Doctor of Pharmacy Hennessey, OK
Robert Joseph Simpson Doctor of Pharmacy Tulsa, OK
Nissy Mary Skariah Doctor of Pharmacy Yukon, OK
Katey Lynn Sluder* Doctor of Pharmacy Blanchard, OK
David Blake Smith Doctor of Pharmacy Grand Saline, TX
Stephy Sunny Doctor of Pharmacy Yukon, OK
Jacob Wayne Tarver* Doctor of Pharmacy McAlester, OK
Jack Bryan Lejeune Taylor Doctor of Pharmacy Oklahoma City, OK
Bindu Thomas Doctor of Pharmacy Oklahoma City, OK
Joshua Paul Thompson Doctor of Pharmacy Broken Arrow, OK
Nhu Thi Tran Doctor of Pharmacy Oklahoma City, OK
Dominic Vo Doctor of Pharmacy Tulsa, OK
Scott Allen Welch II Doctor of Pharmacy Yukon, OK
Chelsea Nicole Willoughby Doctor of Pharmacy Clinton, OK
Paul Daehan Won Doctor of Pharmacy Broken Arrow, OK
Blake Anthony Worlund Doctor of Pharmacy Shawnee, OK
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Thomas J. Leek can be described as a scientist and inventor who loves to travel and 
explore. During his long career at DuPont, he worked on polymers, gases and liquids 
and earned 47 patents with more patents still pending. In recent years, Leek has 
enjoyed the opportunity to travel around the world and speak at academic, industrial 
and governmental conferences about refrigeration, air conditioning and global climate 
change. Much of his scientific work involved the chemistry of the element Fluorine 
and using fluorine chemistry to develop products that will significantly reduce the 
impact of cooling on net carbon emissions, thereby red ucing the potential for climate 
change.
Leek grew up on a farm near Calumet (OK) and attended Calumet Public Schools, 
before going to SWOSU, where he graduated in 1974. He majored in chemistry and minored in physics and 
mathematics. He went to the University of Illinois at Champaign-Urbana and did research work at the University 
of Colorado, in support of his doctoral dissertation on atmospheric chemistry. His thesis work was on the 
depletion of stratospheric ozone by breakdown products of refrigerant gas and similar halogenated compounds. 
His interest and publications on environmental chemistry and refrigerants led to employment performing 
chemical research for DuPont. He worked in research laboratories and manufacturing support at locations 
for DuPont in West Virginia, Texas and Delaware. Prior to retirement in 2015, he was the global market 
development leader for air conditioning refrigerants. In this capacity he traveled around the world to work with 
manufacturers, academic groups and policy makers in places including China, Japan, Korea, France, Germany, 
Sweden, Qatar and the United States. Leek is still doing some chemical consulting work, but mostly he and his 
wife, Cecelia, are spending more time with his two children and grandchildren.
Terri Schmidt leads the ORAP for the Indian Health Service, which The IHS, 
which is the principal federal health care advocate and provider for American Indians 
and Alaska Natives. Schmidt is Arapaho and a member of the Cheyenne and Arapaho 
Tribes of Oklahoma.
As acting ORAP director, Schmidt is responsible for providing direction and leadership 
in the areas of contract care, business office/third-party collections and partnerships 
with other agencies/organizations. The office deals with over $1.9 billion in collections, 
contract care funds, and agency agreements. It concentrates on supplementing funds 
provided by the IHS with other federal, state, and private sector resources and to 
enhance federal and tribal access to those resources.
Schmidt has a broad array of management experience, and her career progression includes both direct clinical 
care and service unit leadership experience. She began her IHS career as a staff nurse in 1989 and through the 
years she served as the chief nurse executive, acting Contract Health Services supervisor, public health nurse, 
and chief executive officer for the Clinton Service Unit in the Oklahoma City Area IHS. In 2007, during her 
tenure as CEO, she partnered with the Cheyenne and Arapaho Tribes on the design, building and move from 
the Clinton Indian Hospital to the Clinton Indian Health Center.
In 2008, Schmidt became the Area Contract Health Service Officer for the Oklahoma City Area. In 2010, she 
moved to IHS headquarters to work as a management analyst for ORAP. From October 2011 to December 
2014, she served as the director of the Division of Contract Care in ORAP.
She most recently saved from December 2014 to January 2016 as acting director of the IHS Office of 
Management Services. In this role Schmidt provided senior advisory services to the IHS director and senior 
management staff in the areas of grants, acquisitions and management policy. She ensured the agency policies 
for these administrative functions were consistent with applicable regulations and directives.
Schmidt has received numerous awards during her professional career, including an IHS Directors Award for 
personal dedication, commitment and accomplishments toward the mission of the Indian Health Service. She 
and her husband, Bob, have three children and four grandchildren. She graduated from Weatherford High 
School and was awarded a Bachelor of Science in Nursing from SWOSU.
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